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ON THE ASYMPTOTICS OF DIMERS ON TORI
RICHARD W. KENYON, NIKE SUN, AND DAVID B.WILSON
Abstract. We study asymptotics of the dimer model on large toric graphs. Let
L be a weighted Z2-periodic planar graph, and let Z2E be a large-index sublattice
of Z2. For L bipartite we show that the dimer partition function ZE on the quotient
L{pZ2Eq has the asymptotic expansion
Z “ exptA f0 ` fsc` op1qu
where A is the area of L{pZ2Eq, f0 is the free energy density in the bulk, and fsc is
a finite-size correction term depending only on the conformal shape of the domain
together with some parity-type information. Assuming a conjectural condition on
the zero locus of the dimer characteristic polynomial, we show that an analogous
expansion holds for L non-bipartite. The functional form of the finite-size correction
differs between the two classes, but is universal within each class. Our calculations
yield new information concerning the distribution of the number of loops winding
around the torus in the associated double-dimer models.
1. Introduction
Dimer systems have been studied since the 1960s when they were introduced to
model close-packed diatomic molecules, and research on them has flourished with a
renewed vigor since the 1990s (see e.g. [Ken04]).
A dimer configuration on a graph G “ pV , Eq is a perfect matching on G: that is,
a subset of edges m Ď E such that every vertex v P V is covered by exactly one edge
of m; for this reason m is also referred to as a dimer cover. If G is a finite undirected
graph equipped with non-negative edge weights pνeqePE , a probability measure on
dimer covers is given by
PGpmq ” νGpmqZG , with νGpmq ”
ź
ePm
νe and ZG ”
ÿ
m
νGpmq.
The non-normalized measure νG is the dimer measure on the ν-weighted graph G.
The normalizing constant ZG is the associated dimer partition function, with log ZG
the free energy and |V |´1 log ZG (free energy per vertex) the free energy density.
An ordered pair of independent dimer configurations gives (by superposition) a
double-dimer configuration, consisting of even-length loops and doubled edges. The
double-dimer partition function is ZG “ pZGq2. Double-dimer configurations on planar
graphs are closely related to the Gaussian free field [Ken01, Ken14].
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1.1. Square lattice dimer partition function. Kasteleyn, Temperley, and Fisher
[Kas61, TF61, Fis61] showed how to compute the dimer partition function ZG on a
finite planar graph G as the Pfaffian of a certain signed adjacency matrix, now known
as the Kasteleyn matrix. For graphs embedded on a torus or other low-genus surface,
ZG can be computed by combining a small number of Pfaffians [Kas61, GL99, Tes00];
we provide further background in §2.1. Using this method, Kasteleyn [Kas61] showed
that on the unweighted square lattice, both the mˆn rectangle and mˆn torus have
asymptotic free energy density
f0 ” limm,nÑ8,
mn even
pmnq´1 log ZG “ G{pi,
where G ” řjě0p´1qj{p2j ` 1q2 “ 0.915965594 . . . is Catalan’s constant. (If mn is
odd, clearly ZG “ 0.) In the case of m and n both even, Fisher [Fis61] calculated the
free energy of the mˆ n rectangle to be given more precisely by
log Z “ mn f0 ´ 2pm` nq f1 `Op1q, with
f1 “ 14 logp1` 21{2q ´ 12G{pi
— the second term in the expansion of log Z is linear in the rectangle perimeter, so we
interpret f1 as the surface free energy density while f0 is the bulk free energy density.
Ferdinand [Fer67] refined the calculation further for both rectangle and torus, find-
ing a constant-order correction term which depends on both the “shape” of the region
(the choice of rectangle or torus boundary conditions, as well as the aspect ratio m
n
)
as well as the parities of m and n. For mn even, Ferdinand found
log Z “ mn f0 ` (perimeter) f1 ` (corners) f{` fsctopologyp´1qm`np nmq ` op1q
“
#
mn f0 ` fsctorp´1qm`np nmq ` op1q, (mˆ n torus);
mn f0 ` 2pm` nq f1 ` 4f{` fscrectp´1qm`np nmq ` op1q (mˆ n rectangle)
(1)
where f{ is a constant which may be interpreted as the free energy per corner, and the
four functions fsctor˘1, fscrect˘1 are explicit analytic functions of the aspect ratio n{m. These
functions fsc are called the finite-size corrections to the free energy: they contain
information about long-range properties of the dimer system (see e.g. [BCN86, Pri90,
Car96]). Figure 1 shows these finite-size corrections for the mˆn torus. We shall see
(Figure 4) that if we expand our consideration slightly to all near-rectilinear tori —
tori which are rotated with respect to the coordinate axis, or which deviate slightly
from being perfectly rectangular — then in fact seven fsc curves arise in the limit.
Kasteleyn, Fisher, and Ferdinand also carried out these calculations for the weighted
square lattice where the horizontal edges receive weight a while the vertical edges
receive weight b. In this setting they found (for mn even)
log Z “ mn f0|a,b ` pperimeterq f1|a,b ` pcornersq f{|a,b ` fsctopologyp´1qm`np nbmaq ` op1q (2)
where the free energy coefficients f0, f1, f{ depend on the weights a, b in a complicated
manner, but the finite-size correction fsctopologyp´1qm`np nbmaq is the same function as appearing
in the expansion (1) for the unweighted square lattice, now applied to the “effective”
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Figure 1. Unweighted square lattice dimers. Finite-size corrections fsc for recti-
linear mˆn tori, shown as a function of logarithmic aspect ratio logpn{mq. Curves
are labeled according to parity of pm,nq.
aspect ratio nb
ma
. In this sense the finite-size corrections are seen to be robust to the
particulars of the model.
Finite-size corrections for square lattice dimers have also been explicitly computed
on the cylinder [BP93, eq. (46)] [IOH03], Möbius band [BP93, eq. (48)] [IOH03], and
Klein bottle [IOH03]. In each of these topologies, for each given choice of side length
parities, the finite-size correction is an analytic function of the aspect ratio [IOH03].
See [IPRH05, IPR07] for a discussion of these finite-size corrections in the context of
logarithmic conformal field theory.
1.2. Characteristic polynomial and spectral curve. In this article we consider
dimer systems defined on two broad classes of critically weighted Z2-periodic planar
lattices — rather loosely, a bipartite and a non-bipartite class. We assume throughout
that the lattices are connected, with each edge occurring with positive probability.
Within each class, we compute an asymptotic expansion of the dimer free energy on
large toric quotient graphs — including “skew” or “helical” (non-rectilinear) tori —
and explicitly determine the finite-size correction.
On non-bipartite lattices, the finite-size correction depends on a single parameter τ
in the complex upper half-plane describing the conformal shape of the domain —
τ{i generalizes the “effective aspect ratio” nb
ma
appearing in (2). On bipartite lattices,
the correction depends further on whether the finite torus is globally bipartite or
non-bipartite, as well as on a phase parameter pζ, ξq P T2 which generalizes the signs
pp´1qm, p´1qnq appearing in (2). The functional form of the correction is universal
within each class.
More precisely, the bipartite and non-bipartite graph classes which we consider
throughout this paper are characterized by algebraic conditions on the dimer char-
acteristic polynomial. This is a certain Laurent polynomial P pz, wq, whose definition
depends only on the combinatorics of the fundamental domain, the 1ˆ1 toric quotient
of the Z2-periodic graph.
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On the unit torus T2 ” tpz, wq P C : |z| “ |w| “ 1u, the characteristic polynomial
P pz, wq is non-negative. Many large-scale quantities of interest in the dimer model
can be computed from P : for example the free energy per fundamental domain is
given by half the logarithmic Mahler measure
f0 ” 12
ĳ
T2
logP pz, wq dz2piiz
dw
2piiw . (3)
Edge-edge correlations are obtained from the Fourier transform of P pz, wq´1 [Ken97].
Criticality in dimer models is characterized by the intersection of the spectral curve
tpz, wq P C2 : P pz, wq “ 0u,
with the unit torus T2. Dimer models on bipartite graphs have been quite deeply
understood, in part via the classification of the spectral curve as a simple Harnack
curve [KOS06, KO06, KS04]. The bipartition of the graph gives a natural factor-
ization P pz, wq “ Qpz, wqQpz´1, w´1q with Q a real polynomial, so that the factors
Qpz, wq and Qpz´1, w´1q are complex conjugates for pz, wq P T2 (see §2.2). It is
known that if the zero set of Q on T2 is non-empty, then it consists of a pair of
complex conjugate zeroes — which either are distinct, or coincide at a real root of Q.
In the case of distinct zeroes, or zeroes coinciding at a real root at which Q has
a node, the model is critical or liquid, with polynomial decay of correlations. (A
node is a point pz0, w0q at which the polynomial is a product of two distinct lines
pb1pz ´ z0q ` c1pw ´ w0qqpb2pz ´ z0q ` c2pw ´ w0qq plus higher-order terms.) In all
other cases the model is off-critical, and belongs (depending on the geometry of the
spectral curve) either to a gaseous (exponential decay of correlations) or frozen (no
large-scale fluctuations) phase.
Far less is known about the spectral curves of non-bipartite dimer systems. In
this setting it is conjectured that the characteristic polynomial P pz, wq is either non-
vanishing on the unit torus, or is vanishing to second order at a single real node
which is one of the four points p˘1,˘1q. This conjecture has been proved for the
Fisher lattice with edge weights corresponding to any bi-periodic ferromagnetic Ising
model on the square lattice [Li14]. For lattices satisfying this condition one can show
(see [KOS06]) that frozen phases do not exist: when the spectral curve is disjoint
from the unit torus the model is gaseous (off-critical), and when it intersects at a
real node the model is liquid (critical). In this paper we assume this condition and
illustrate its implications for critical dimer systems.
1.3. Statement of results. Let L be a weighted Z2-periodic quasi-transitive (that is,
the quotient L{Z2 is finite) planar graph. We consider dimers on large toric quotients
of L, as follows: let End`pZ2q be the set of integer 2ˆ 2 matrices
E ”
ˆ
u v
x y
˙
with detE ą 0. (4)
Any E P End`pZ2q defines the toric graph LE ” L{pZ2Eq, the quotient of L modulo
translation by the vectors in the lattice Z2E ” tapu, vq ` bpx, yq : a, b P Zu. We take
asymptotics with E tending to infinity while being “well-shaped” in the sense that
detE tends to infinity
while remaining within a constant factor of both }pu, vq}2 and }px, yq}2. (5)
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1.3.1. Finite-size correction to the characteristic polynomial. The 1ˆ1 toric quotient
LI (with I the 2-dimensional identity matrix) is called the fundamental domain. We
assume it has k vertices with k even: as a consequence (see §5.2), L is equipped with
a periodic Kasteleyn orientation in which the contour loop surrounding each face has
an odd number of clockwise-oriented edges [Kas67]. (In §5 we discuss how to handle
k odd, for which such orientations do not exist.) The dimer characteristic polynomial
P pz, wq is the determinant of a certain k-dimensional matrix Kpz, wq associated with
the fundamental domain, which may be considered as the discrete Fourier transform
of the (infinite-dimensional) weighted signed adjacency matrix of L. For a brief review
and formal definitions see §2.1.
Of course for given L there is some freedom in the choice of fundamental domain:
in particular any LE may be regarded as the fundamental domain, with corresponding
characteristic polynomial PEpζ, ξq which is the determinant of a pk detEq-dimensional
matrix KEpζ, ξq. It can be obtained from P pz, wq by the double product formula
PEpζ, ξq “
ź
zuwv“ζ
zxwy“ξ
P pz, wq, (6)
(see e.g. [CKP01, Ken97, KOS06]). If the characteristic polynomial P is non-vanishing
on the unit torus, it is easily seen from (6) (see Theorem 2, below) that, in the limit (5),
logPEpζ, ξq “ pdetEq 2f0 ` op1q uniformly over pζ, ξq P T2, which readily implies
(using e.g. Proposition 2.2) the free energy expansion log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` op1q.
In this paper we compute an asymptotic expansion of PEpζ, ξq (ζ, ξ P T) in the
more interesting critical case where P pz, wq is vanishing to second order at nodes on
the unit torus. Formally, let us say that P has a positive node at peir0 , eis0q P T2 if it
is vanishing there to second order with positive-definite Hessian matrix:
P pepiipr0`rq, epiips0`sqq “ pi2xpr, sq, Hpr, sqy `Op}pr, sq}3q where
H “
ˆ
Az B
B Aw
˙
with Az, Aw ą 0 and D ”
a
AzAw ´B2 ą 0. (7)
In the bipartite case (see above), distinct conjugate zeroes of Q correspond to positive
nodes of P ; see (21). If instead Q has a real node, the Harnack property implies that
this node is positive (up to global sign change). We associate to H the parameter
τ rHs ” p´B ` iDq{Aw P H ” tz P C : Im z ą 0u. (8)
Theorem 1. Suppose P pz, wq is an analytic non-negative function defined on the unit
torus T2, non-vanishing except at positive nodes pzj, wjq (1 ď j ď `) with associated
Hessians Hj. Then, in the limit (5), for ζ, ξ P T we have
logPEpζ, ξq “ 2pdetEq f0 `
ÿ`
j“1
2 log Ξ
´ ζ
zujw
v
j
,
ξ
zxjw
y
j
ˇˇˇ
τj
¯
`O
´ 1
n2{5r
¯
(9)
where f0 is given by (3), r is the minimum Euclidean distance between p1, 1q and the
set of points pζ{pzujwvj q, ξ{pzxjwyj qq, τj is the parameter (8) associated to the trans-
formed Hessian pEtq´1HjE´1, and Ξ is the explicit function (31).
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In the two settings we consider (see §1.2), the spectral curve of the characteristic
polynomial either intersects the unit torus at a single positive node pz0, w0q “ p˘1,˘1q
with Hessian H, or at conjugate positive nodes pz0, w0q ‰ pz0, w0q with the same
Hessian H (see (21)). These conjugate nodes may occur at the same point, in which
case P vanishes to fourth order; however in this case we can still treat each node
separately in Theorem 1. In either case we define
τE ” x` y τ rHs
u` v τ rHs “ τ rpE
tq´1HE´1s P H the conformal shape of LE;
pζE, ξEq ” pepiirE , epiisEq ” pzu0wv0 , zx0wy0q P T2 the domain phase of LE.
(10)
where rE, sE are chosen to lie in the interval p´1, 1s. (In the case of two distinct
nodes, for most purposes it suffices to take the phase to be defined modulo complex
conjugation. For one of our results, Theorem 4, we specify a distinction between the
nodes to have a more explicit statement.)
1.3.2. Finite-size correction to the dimer partition function. By the method of Pfaf-
fians [Kas61, GL99, Tes00] (see also [CR07]), the dimer partition function on LE is a
signed combination of the four square roots PEp˘1,˘1q1{2:
ZE “ 12r˘PEp`1,`1q1{2 ˘ PEp`1,´1q1{2 ˘ PEp´1,`1q1{2 ˘ PEp´1,´1q1{2s
(a review is given in §2.1; see in particular Proposition 2.2). In §3 we explain how
to choose the signs to deduce from Theorem 1 the finite-size correction to the dimer
partition function for the two classes of critically weighted graphs described above:
Theorem 2. If the spectral curve tP pz, wq “ 0u is disjoint from the unit torus, then
log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` op1q.
a. If the spectral curve intersects the unit torus at a single real positive node with
associated Hessian H, then
log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc1pτEq ` op1q
where τE is as in (10), and fsc1 ” log FSC1 with
FSC1pτq ” 12
ř
ζ,ξ“˘1 Ξpζ, ξ|τq.
b. Suppose the fundamental domain is bipartite, with dimer characteristic polynomial
P pz, wq “ Qpz, wqQp1{z, 1{wq non-vanishing on T2 except at distinct conjugate pos-
itive nodes pz0, w0q ‰ pz0, w0q with associated Hessian H.1 Then
log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc2pζE, ξE|τEq ` op1q
where τE, ζE, ξE are as in (10), and fsc2 ” log FSC2 with
FSC2pζ, ξ|τq ” 12
ř
z,w“˘1 Ξpzζ, wξ|τq2
which has the equivalent expression
FSC2pepiir, epiis|τq “
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pe´ ps,´rqqu
|ηpτq|2p2 Im τq1{2 (11)
1The Hessian is necessarily the same at both nodes, see (21).
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where for τ P H, gτ is the quadratic form
gτ peq ” pτimq´1pe21 ` 2τree1e2 ` |τ |2e22q (12)
and η is the Dedekind eta function.
c. Suppose the fundamental domain is bipartite, with dimer characteristic polynomial
P pz, wq “ Qpz, wqQp1{z, 1{wq non-vanishing on T2 except at a single (real) root at
which Q has a positive node with associated Hessian H. Then
log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc2p1, 1|τEq ` op1q
where τE is as in (10).
d. If the spectral curve intersects the unit torus at two real positive nodes pz1, w1q and
pz2, w2q with the same associated Hessian H, then
log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc3pζE, ξE|τEq ` op1q
where, defining pz0, w0q ” pz1z2, w1w2q, the parameters τE, ζE, ξE are as in (10),
and fsc3 ” log FSC3 with
FSC3pζ, ξ|τq ” 12
ř
z,w“˘1 Ξpz, w|τqΞpzζ, wξ|τq
We further have the simplifications
FSC3p`1,`1|τq “ FSC2p`1,`1|τq
FSC3p`1,´1|τq “ Ξp´1,´1|τqΞp´1,`1|τq “ Ξp´1,`1|2τq
FSC3p´1,`1|τq “ Ξp´1,´1|τqΞp`1,´1|τq “ Ξp`1,´1|τ{2q
FSC3p´1,´1|τq “ Ξp´1,`1|τqΞp`1,´1|τq “ Ξp`1,´1|1`τ2 q
See Figure 5 for plots of these functions fsc1, fsc2, and fsc3. In [KOS06, Thm. 5.1] it
is shown that for bipartite graphs on tori, case d does not occur. However, for graphs
on tori that are locally bipartite but not globally bipartite, such as an oddˆeven grid
on a torus, we see in Section 5.1 that this case does occur.
We emphasize again that the functional form of the finite-size correction is uni-
versal within each class: the finite-size correction Ξ to the characteristic polynomial
(Theorem 1) is an explicit function depending only on the three parameters ζ, ξ, τ .
Thus in Theorem 2a the graph structure enters into the correction only through τ
(that is, only through the Hessian associated with the real node). In the bipartite set-
ting (Theorem 2b, c, and d), the finite-size correction depends on the graph structure
only through τ and pζE, ξEq.
As we explain in §3.3, the parameter τ has a simple interpretation as the half-
period ratio of the torus with respect to its “natural” or “conformal” embedding.
Consequently the finite-size corrections are invariant under modular transformations.
For example, for the unweighted honeycomb graph, the m ˆ n torus (Figure 2) has
τ “ iρ where ρ “ n{pm?3q is the effective or geometric aspect ratio.
The domain phase parameter pζE, ξEq is of a quite different nature: it generalizes
the signs p´1qm, p´1qn appearing in (2), and depends sensitively on the entries of
E. For example, for dimers on the honeycomb lattice, the finite-size correction for
m ˆ n quotients (Figure 2) was computed by Boutillier and de Tilière in the case
n ” 0 mod 3 [BdT09]. Figure 3 shows this correction for the unweighted honeycomb
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lattice as a function of the logarithmic effective aspect ratio log ρ, together with three
other curves — one showing the different correction which applies for n ı 0 mod 3,
and the remaining two showing corrections which can be found on toric quotients
which are nearly but not quite rectilinear. Some discussion of this is given in §4.4.
In the square lattice we find a similar phase sensitivity, but we find a dependence
also on the global bipartiteness of the torus (for example, the 4ˆ3 torus in the square
lattice is non-bipartite). As a result, for near-rectilinear tori the finite-size correction
lies asymptotically on any of seven curves, Figure 4 — four curves for bipartite tori
and three for nonbipartite. Further discussion of this is given in §5.
1.3.3. Non-contractible loops on the torus. Recall that the superposition of two in-
dependent dimer covers of a planar graph G produces a double-dimer configuration
consisting of even-length loops and doubled edges. Alternatively, a single dimer cover
of G may be mapped to a double-dimer configuration by superposition with a fixed
reference matching m. It is of interest to study the non-contractible loops arising from
this process on toric graphs. In addition to the finite-size corrections to the overall
dimer partition functions ZE (Theorem 2), we are able to obtain some finer informa-
tion on the distribution of the partition function between dimer covers of different
homological types, as follows.
Non-contractible loops in the bipartite setting. If G is bipartite, a double-dimer config-
uration resulting from the (ordered) pair pm,m1q is naturally regarded as an oriented
loop configuration mam1, with edges from m oriented black-to-white and edges from
m1 oriented white-to-black. We then let
windmam1 ” pwh,wvq P Z2 (13)
denote the homology class (or “winding numbers”) of the oriented loop configuration.2
For m ˆ n toric quotients of the unweighted honeycomb tiling (Figure 2), it was
shown in [BdT09] that for n P 3Z, the winding windm a m of a dimer cover m with
respect to a fixed reference matching m is asymptotically distributed as a pair of
independent discrete Gaussians, with variances determined by the torus aspect ratio.
The proof is based on a perturbative analysis of the finite-size correction, and we
generalize their method to prove
2If m a m1 contains two loops each winding once around the torus in the `pu, vq direction, then
windmam1 “ p2, 0q; if the two loops wind in opposing directions then windmam1 “ p0, 0q.
Figure 2. The 4ˆ 3 toric quotient of the honeycomb graph, with effective aspect
ratio ρ “ ?3{4 (also the actual aspect ratio of this geometric embedding) in the
unweighted setting.
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Figure 3. Unweighted honeycomb graph dimers. Finite-size corrections
fsc2pζE , ξE |τq for near-rectilinear toric quotients, shown as a function of logarithmic
aspect ratio log ρ, labelled according to value of pu´v, x´yq{3 modulo 1 (see §4.4).
Theorem 3. In the setting of Theorem 2b, let mE be a fixed reference matching of LE
obtained by periodically extending a matching m0 of the fundamental domain. Then
the winding windmamE P Z2 asymptotically fluctuates as a discrete Gaussian:
PpwindmamE “ eq Ñ expt´
pi
2 pe´ µEqtΣE´1pe´ µEquř
e1PZ2 expt´pi2 pe1 ´ µEqtΣE´1pe1 ´ µEqu
with
covariance ΣE “ pE
tq´1HE´1
pdetHq1{2{ detE , center µE ” ˘
1
pi
parg ξE,´ arg ζEq mod Z2.
A more explicit version of Theorem 3 is given as Theorem 4, stated and proved in
§4. Dubédat [Dub15, Thm. 7] proved a version of Theorem 3 for dimers on bipartite
isoradial graphs.
Non-contractible loops in the non-bipartite setting. In the non-bipartite setting, the
loop configuration m‘m1 is not oriented, and we take the winding windm‘m1 to be
defined only as an element of pZ{2Zq2. In the setting of Theorem 2a, we also compute
−1 1
1
2
Figure 4. Unweighted square lattice dimers. Finite-size corrections fsc for near-
rectilinear toric quotients, shown as a function of the logarithmic aspect ratio log ρ.
There are seven distinct curves, depending on parities of vectors defining the torus
(see §5.1). (It is easy to distinguish only five of the curves, see Figure 16 for a
magnified view.)
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(a) fsc1pτq (b) fsc2p`1, e2pii{6|τq (c) fsc2pi, i|τq
(d) fsc2p`1,`1|τq “ fsc3p`1,`1|τq (e) fsc2pi,`1|τq (f) fsc2p`1, i|τq
(g) fsc3p`1,´1|τq (h) fsc3p´1,`1|τq (i) fsc3p´1,´1|τq
Figure 5. Free energy finite-size corrections as a function of τ “ x ` iy P H. In
these plots, ´1 ď x ď 1 and 0 ă y ď 1, and the identically zero function is indicated
by the horizontal plane. There is one fsc1 function, there are four fsc3 functions,
and there is a two-parameter family of fsc2 functions. Panels (c) through (i) show
the seven functions for unweighted square-grid tori; their restrictions to the pure
imaginary line τ “ iρ are the curves in Figure 4 (shown there as a function of log ρ).
Panels (b) and (d) show two of the functions relevant to unweighted honeycomb
graph tori; see Figure 3. The function shown in panel (a) is relevant to the Ising
model; see Figure 8.
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Figure 6. fsc1px` i{200q (blue) and fsc2p1, 1|x` i{200q (red). The local maxima
in fsc2p1, 1|τq are twice as high as those for fsc1pτq.
(Proposition 3.1) the finite-size corrections to the partition functions Z rsE of the four
homology classes indexed by pr, sq P t0, 1u2.
To note one particular motivation, we remark that this winding is of particular
interest in the context of Ising models. On a graph G “ pV , Eq with real-valued
parameters pβeqePE (coupling constants), we define the associated Ising model to be
the probability measure on spin configurations σ P t˘1uV given by
;PGpσq ” 1;ZG
ź
e“puvqPE
exptβeσuσvu.
On the square lattice with vertical and horizontal coupling constants βa and βb (“On-
sager’s lattice”), the bulk free energy density ;f0 was first calculated by Onsager
[Ons44]. Kasteleyn [Kas63] and Fisher [Fis66] rederived this result by exhibiting a
correspondence between the Ising model on a planar (weighted) graph G and the
dimer model on various “decorated” versions G 1 of G.
For instance, the Ising model on the triangular lattice with coupling constants
βa, βb, βc corresponds — via its low-temperature expansion — to the dimer model
on the Fisher lattice with unit weights on the within-triangle edges, and weights
pa, b, cq “ pe2βa , e2βb , e2βcq on the edges between triangles (Figure 7). To calculate the
Ising partition function ;Zm,n on the m ˆ n torus in the triangular lattice, take the
m ˆ n torus in the Fisher lattice, and fix the reference matching m consisting of all
pa, b, cq-edges. Let Z 00ra, b, cs denote the partition function of dimer configurations m
with windm‘m “ p0, 0q: then
;Zm,n “ 2 ¨ Z
00
m,nre2βa , e2βb , e2βcsś
e e
βe
. (14)
At βc “ 0 (c “ 1), the Ising model on the triangular lattice reduces to the Ising model
on Onsager’s lattice. Criticality for Z2-periodic Ising models has been characterized
in terms of the intersection of the Fisher lattice spectral curve with the unit torus
([Li12, Li14], see also [CDC13]).
Using (14) and similar correspondences, the asymptotic expansion of the Ising
partition function has been computed in numerous contexts [FF69, BS90, OPW96,
IH02, NO99, LW01, WHI03, CSM03]. In particular, for Onsager’s lattice on the
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Figure 7. Fisher correspondence between the Ising model on the triangular lattice
and the dimer model on the Fisher lattice. The Ising spins ˘1 (yellow and blue)
live on the dodecagonal faces of the Fisher lattice. The Fisher lattice is given the
reference matching m consisting of all between-triangle edges (black). Take the
unique dimer configuration m which contains a between-triangle edge if and only
if it separates like spins (red): then the loops of m ‘ m trace the spin domain
boundaries in the low-temperature expansion of the Ising model. The Ising and
dimer partition functions are related in (14).
ferromagnetic critical line
a` b` 1 “ ab with a “ e2βa and b “ e2βb , (15)
the Ising free energy on mˆ n graphs has the expansion (compare (2))
log ;Zm,n “ mn ;f0 ` pperimeterq ;f1 ` pcornersq ;f{` ;fsctopologyp nm a
2´1
2a q ` op1q,
where ;fsc is an explicit analytic function depending on the topology (rectangle, torus,
cylinder, etc.) — but not on the parity of pm,nq. On the anti-ferromagnetic critical
line
a´1 ` b´1 ` 1 “ pabq´1,
the finite-size correction depends also on the parity of pm,nq. Figure 8 shows the
finite-size corrections for mˆ n toric quotients of the homogeneous Onsager’s lattice
(βa “ βb “ β) at the critical points
β “ ˘12 logp
?
2` 1q,
where β positive is ferromagnetic and β negative is anti-ferromagnetic.
The following proposition characterizes criticality for the Fisher lattice, as well as
for a superficially similar lattice, the so-called rhombitrihexagonal tiling (Figure 18).
The latter graph has no known correspondence with the Ising model, yet its dimer
systems exhibit some similar features. Though the proposition is easy to prove and
various special cases appear in the literature, we include a detailed proof in the
appendix (§A) for completeness. Combined with Theorem 2a, it gives the finite-size
correction for general (critical) Ising models on large toric quotients (including skew
tori) of the triangular lattice and Onsager’s lattice.
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(af) even × even
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Figure 8. Square lattice critical Ising (β “ 12 logp
?
2` 1q). Finite-size corrections
for mˆ n tori as a function of logarithmic aspect ratio log ρ.
Proposition 1.1. For the Fisher graph (Figure 17) or the 3.4.6.4 graph (Figure 18),
the spectral curve can only intersect the unit torus at a real node, characterized by the
vanishing of one of the four quantities
c
¨˚
˚˝´Pf Kp`1,`1q`Pf Kp`1,´1q`Pf Kp´1,`1q
`Pf Kp´1,´1q
‹˛‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝`a` b` c´ abc´a` b` c` abc`a´ b` c` abc
`a` b´ c` abc
‹˛‹‚”
¨˚
˚˝κ˝κa
κb
κc
‹˛‹‚ (16)
where c is 1 for the Fisher graph, and 1{2 for the 3.4.6.4 graph.
For dimers coming from the Ising model, such as on the Fisher graph, the node
coincides with the Ising model’s critical temperature [Li12, CDC13].
We summarize the relevant background in Section 2. Theorem 2 is proved in
Section 3. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 4, which is a stronger version of Theorem 3.
In Section 5 we consider lattices with odd-sized fundamental domain, which provide
examples for some of the cases in Theorem 2. We postpone the proof of Theorem 1
until Section 6, even though the proofs of Theorem 2 and 4 depend on it, since its
proof is somewhat technical. Proposition 1.1 is proved in Appendix A.
Acknowledgements. We thank Cédric Boutillier and Béatrice de Tilière for several
interesting conversations. This research was conducted and completed during visits
of R. K. and N. S. to Microsoft Research.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, L denotes a Z2-periodic quasi-transitive planar graph
equipped with positive edge weights.
2.1. Kasteleyn orientation and characteristic polynomial. The Kasteleyn ori-
entation is a way of computing the dimer and double-dimer partition functions via
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matrix Pfaffians and determinants. The Pfaffian of a 2nˆ2n skew-symmetric matrix
is given by
Pf K ” 1
n! 2n
ÿ
σPS2n
psgn σq
nź
j“1
Kσp2j´1q,σp2jq, (17)
and satisfies pPf Kq2 “ detK. If K is the (skew-symmetric) weighted adjacency
matrix of a finite directed graph G, then each non-zero term in (17) corresponds
to a dimer cover of G. All the n! 2n permutations σ P S2n corresponding to the
same dimer cover m appear with the same sign sgnm in (17), so that we may write
Pf K “ řm pPf Kqm where each matching contributes pPf Kqm ” psgnmqśpijqPm |Kij|.
Every finite planar graph G can be equipped with a Kasteleyn or Pfaffian orien-
tation, in which all dimer covers m appear with the same sign sgnm in (17) — that
is, for which |Pf K| is the dimer partition function ZG of G, and detK is the double-
dimer partition function pZGq2. A Kasteleyn orientation is given by arranging each
(non-external) face to be clockwise odd, i.e. with an odd number of edges oriented in
the clockwise direction; see [Kas67, §V-D] for details.3
Returning to the setting of §1.3, let L be a planar Z2-periodic lattice, with an even
number k of vertices per fundamental domain. L can be equipped with a periodic
Kasteleyn orientation in which every face is clockwise odd (see §5.2); this defines an
infinite-dimensional weighted signed adjacency matrix (Kasteleyn matrix) K, with
entries Kij ” p1iÑj ´ 1jÑiqνij for i, j P L. For z, w P C and
E “
ˆ
u v
x y
˙
P End`pZ2q ,
define a pz, wq-periodic function to be a function f : LÑ C satisfying fpp` apu, vq`
bpx, yqq “ fppqzawb for p P L and a, b P Z. We let
KEpz, wq the “Fourier transform of K with respect to E” (18)
denote the action of K on the (finite-dimensional) space of pz, wq-periodic functions.
We write Kpz, wq ” KIpz, wq P Ckˆk (where I is the identity matrix) and call
P pz, wq ” detKpz, wq the characteristic polynomial of L.
Note that Kpz, wqt “ ´Kp1{z, 1{wq, so P pz, wq “ P p1{z, 1{wq.
2.2. Bipartite characteristic polynomial. Note that in (18) the linear mapKpz, wq
was defined without reference to a basis, which is unnecessary for defining the de-
terminant. To consider Pfaffians of Kpz, wq, however, we must fix a basis: from the
relation Pf pMKM tq “ pdetMqpPf Kq it is clear that even an orthogonal change
of basis can change the sign of the Pfaffian. We therefore assume a fixed ordering
3It is sometimes useful to allow some edges of G to have imaginary weights, in which case K is
no longer real-valued (but still skew-symmetric). In this setting a Kasteleyn orientation of a planar
graph is given by taking the product of signed edge weights going clockwise (that is, edge e “ puÑ vq
contributes `νe “ Ku,v or ´νe “ Kv,u to the product according to whether it is traversed in the
positive (u Ñ v) or negative (v Ñ u) direction while going clockwise around the face) around each
(non-external) face to be negative real. We say that an oriented loop has sign ζ P T to mean that
the product of signed edge weights along the loop equals a positive real number times ζ.
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1, . . . , k of the vertices of the fundamental domain, and take the basis pf1, . . . , fkq
where fppqq “ zawb if q is the vertex corresponding to p in the pa, bq-translate of the
fundamental domain, and fppqq “ 0 for all other q. For the action of KEpz, wq fix any
ordering of the fundamental domains and take the basis
pf 11 , . . . , f 1k , . . . , fdetE1 , . . . , fdetEk q (19)
where fep pqq is the pz, wq-periodic function (with period E) corresponding to the p-
vertex in the e-th fundamental domain.4
If a planar graph G (with positive edge weights) is bipartite with parts B (black)
and W (white), an equivalent characterization of a Kasteleyn orientation is that the
boundary of each non-external face has an odd or even number of edges B Ñ W
according to whether its length is 0 or 2 modulo 4.5
Suppose L has bipartite fundamental domain, with k{2 vertices of each color; and
for E P End`pZ2q let bE ” pdetEqk{2. The action of KEpz, wq interchanges the pz, wq-
periodic functions supported on B with those supported on W : from the basis (19),
there is an orthogonal change-of-basis matrix O with detO “ p´1qbEpbE´1q{2 such that
OKEpz, wqOt “
ˆ
0 kEpz, wq
´kEp1{z, 1{wqt 0
˙
” rKEpz, wq,
with kEpz, wq the action of KEpz, wq from W -supported to B-supported functions.
For z, w P t˘1u the matrix KEpz, wq is skew-symmetric, with Pfaffian
Pf KEpz, wq “ pdetOqpPf rKEpz, wqq “ detkEpz, wq ” QEpz, wq. (20)
The bipartite characteristic polynomial is Qpz, wq ” QIpz, wq. In this setting it is
known that Qpz, wq either has no roots on the unit torus or two roots, which are
necessarily complex conjugates; it is possible for the roots to coincide [KS04]. Sim-
ple zeroes of Qpz, wq are nodes of P pz, wq ” Qpz, wqQp1{z, 1{wq “ |Qpz, wq|2 with
associated positive-definite Hessian
H “
ˆ |zBzQ|2 RerzBzQwBwQs
RerzBzQwBwQs |wBwQ|2
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
pz,wq“pz0,w0q
“
ˆ
Az B
B Aw
˙
. (21)
In particular, distinct conjugate nodes of P must have the same Hessian matrix. If
instead Q has a real node then P vanishes there to fourth order, but the finite-size
corrections to ZE can be determined using the second-order expansion of Q.
2.3. Pfaffian method for toric graphs. For non-planar graphs Kasteleyn orienta-
tions do not in general exist. Instead the dimer partition function of the toric graph
LE can be computed as a linear combination of four Pfaffians, as follows (cf. [Kas61]).
Fix arbitrarily a reference matching m0 of the fundamental domain, and “unroll”
the matching to obtain a periodic reference matching m8 of L. Assume that no edges
of the reference matching cross between different fundamental domains (which can
4Since the number of vertices per fundamental domain is even, the arbitrary ordering of funda-
mental domains within LE will not affect the Pfaffian.
5More generally, if imaginary weights are allowed, the condition is that the product of signed
B ÑW edge weights is negative or positive real according to whether the length is 0 or 2 modulo 4.
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be achieved by deforming the domain boundaries in a periodic manner), so that m0
occurs with the same sign in Pf Kpz, wq for all z, w P t˘1u. This sign can be switched
by reversing the orientation of all edges incident to any single vertex, and we hereafter
take it to be `1. If mE is the projection of m8 to LE, then for the basis (19) we
have pPf KEp`1,`1qqmE “ pPf Kp`1,`1qqdetEm0 — thus mE appears with sign `1 in
Pf KEpz, wq for all E P End`pZ2q and all z, w P t˘1u.
Next, say that an even-length cycle on LE is mE-alternating if every other edge
comes from mE. All m0-alternating cycles on the fundamental domain with the same
homology must occur with the same sign: to see this, let C1, C2 be two m0-alternating
cycles of the same homology type. Then we can transform C1 to C2 by deforming the
cycle across planar faces one at a time (the intermediate cycles need not have even
length). Switching C1 with C2 as needed, we may assume that each face traversed by
this process has boundary partitioned into a segment γ´ (containing `´ edges) which
is traveled in the negative direction by the cycle just before the face is traversed, and
another segment γ` (containing `` edges) which is traveled in the positive direction
by the cycle just after the face is traversed. Since the face is clockwise odd (i.e., has
negative sign in the counterclockwise direction), sgnpγ´q sgnpγ`q “ ´p´1q`´ . The
deformation from γ´ to γ` “crosses” `´´ 1 vertices in the sense that it brings `´´ 1
more vertices (strictly) to the left of the cycle. Thus the total sign change between
C1 and C2 is p´1q` with ` the total number of vertices crossed. Since C1 and C2 are
both m0-alternating, m0 must restrict to a perfect matching of the ` vertices crossed:
therefore ` must be even, and so sgnpC1q “ sgnpC2q as claimed.
Appropriately reversing edges along horizontal or vertical “seams” (boundaries sep-
arating adjacent copies of the fundamental domain) produces a periodic Kasteleyn ori-
entation of L such that in any LE with the inherited orientation, every mE-alternating
cycle has sign `1. We hereafter assume that the lattice L has been “pre-processed”
such that all these sign conditions hold, that is:
Definition 2.1. Fix m0 a reference matching of the fundamental domain LI , let m8
denote its periodic extension to L. We say that L is m0-oriented if (i) no edges of
m8 cross boundaries separating different copies of the fundamental domain, (ii) m0
occurs with positive sign in Pf Kp`1,`1q (hence in all four Pfaffians Pf Kp˘1,˘1q),
and (iii) every m0-alternating cycle in the fundamental domain has sign `1.
For r, s P t0, 1u let Z rsE denote the partition function of matchings m such that
the superposition of m with m0 is of homology pr, sq modulo 2. For any periodic
Kasteleyn orientation of L, it is easily seen that
pPf KEpz, wqqm pPf KEpz, wqqm0
pPf KEp1, 1qqm pPf KEp1, 1qqm0 “ z
rws
for z, w P t˘1u;
m contributing to Z rsE .
(22)
Specializing to the case that L is m0-oriented, the argument of [Kas61] (also explained
in [MW73, Ch. 4]) gives the following
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Proposition 2.2. If lattice L is m0-oriented, then¨˚
˚˝´Pf KEp`1,`1q`Pf KEp`1,´1q`Pf KEp´1,`1q
`Pf KEp´1,´1q
‹˛‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝´1 1 1 11 ´1 1 1
1 1 ´1 1
1 1 1 ´1
‹˛‹‚loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
S
¨˚
˚˝Z
00
E
Z 10E
Z 01E
Z 11E
‹˛‹‚. (23)
In particular, the dimer partition function of LE is
ZE “ 12r´Pf KEp`1,`1q ` Pf KEp`1,´1q ` Pf KEp´1,`1q ` Pf KEp´1,´1qs.
We shall also define Z rsE to be the partition function of double-dimer configurations
m1 ‘m2 with homology pr, sq modulo 2. It can be seen from (22) that
Z rsE ”
ř
r1,s1 Z r
1s1
E Z
pr1`rqps1`sq
E . (24)
The double-dimer partition function on LE is given by the sum ZE “
ř
r,sZ rsE .
2.4. Special functions and Poisson summation. For dimer systems on tori we
find finite-size corrections which can be expressed in terms of the Jacobi theta func-
tions ϑrs (r, s P t0, 1u), whose definition we now briefly recall (for further informa-
tion see e.g. [EMOT81]). These are functions ϑrspν|τq of complex variables ν and
τ ” τre ` iτim, with τim ą 0, expressed equivalently as functions ϑrspν, qτ q of ν and
the nome
qτ ” epiiτ “ epiiτre |qτ |. (25)
Note that |qτ | ă 1. Each theta function is given by an infinite sum:
ϑ00pν|τq ” řjPZ e2piijνqj2τ ,
ϑ01pν|τq ” řjPZp´1qje2piijνqj2τ ,
ϑ10pν|τq ” řjPZ`1{2 e2piijνqj2τ ,
ϑ11pν|τq ” iřjPZ`1{2p´1qj´1{2e2piijνqj2τ .
(26)
The theta functions also have infinite product expressions, as follows:
ϑ00pν|τq “ Gpqτ qś`PN´1{2p1` 2q2`τ pcos 2piνq ` q4`τ q
ϑ01pν|τq “ Gpqτ qś`PN´1{2p1´ 2q2`τ pcos 2piνq ` q4`τ q
ϑ10pν|τq “ 2q1{4τ pcospiνqGpqτ q
ś
`ě1p1` 2q2`τ pcos 2piνq ` q4`τ q
ϑ11pν|τq “ ´2q1{4τ psin piνqGpqτ q
ś
`ě1p1´ 2q2`τ pcos 2piνq ` q4`τ q,
(27)
where Gpqq ” śjě1p1 ´ q2jq; this is also the q-Pochhammer symbol pq2; q2q8. The
Dedekind η function is
ηpτq ” q1{12τ Gpqτ q. (28)
We also write ϑrspτq ” ϑrsp0|τq; the function ϑ11pτq is identically zero.6
Many useful theta function identities may be found in [CS99, EMOT81] (see in
particular [EMOT81, p. 356]). The theta functions satisfy the relations
ϑ00pν ` 1|τq “ ϑ00pν|τq, ϑ00pν ` τ |τq “ e´piip2ν`τqϑ00pν|τq. (29)
6Another standard notation is given by ϑ1 ” ´ϑ11, ϑ2 ” ϑ10, ϑ3 ” ϑ00, ϑ4 ” ϑ01.
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The four theta functions are related by the transformations
ϑ00pν ` 12 |τq “ ϑ01pν|τq,
ϑ00pν ` 12τ |τq “ e´piipν`τ{4qϑ10pν|τq
ϑ00pν ` 12p1` τq|τq “ ´ie´piipν`τ{4qϑ11pν|τq.
(30)
2.5. Finite-size correction and Gaussian sum formulas. The correction ap-
pearing in (9) is expressed in terms of these special functions as follows: for φ, ψ P R
and r, s P t0, 1u we define
Ξrsp´e2piiφ,´e2piiψ|τq ”
ˇˇˇˇ
ϑrspφτ ´ ψ|τqepiiτφ2
ηpτq
ˇˇˇˇ
, and Ξ ” Ξ00. (31)
From the relations (29), the evaluation of Ξ does not depend on the integer parts of
φ or ψ. It then follows from (30) that the same holds for any Ξrs, and further
Ξpp´1qrζ, p´1qsξ|τq “ Ξrspζ, ξ|τq for all ζ, ξ P T. (32)
Recalling ϑrspτq ” ϑrsp0|τq, we define Ξrspτq ” Ξrsp´1,´1|τq, with Ξ11 ” 0.
Expressions involving theta functions can often be transformed in a useful way
using the Poisson summation formula: for f P L1pRdq, denote its Fourier transform
fˆpkq “ şRd e´2piixk,xyfpxq dx. With this normalization, the Gaussian function e´pix2 is
preserved by the Fourier transform. If both f, fˆ satisfy |fpxq|` |fˆpxq| À p1`|x|q´d´δ
for some δ ą 0, then they are both continuous functions withÿ
kPZd
fˆpkqe2piixk,xy “
ÿ
nPZd
fpx` nq for all x P Rd.
(see e.g. [Gra08]). Our typical application of this formula is to transform expressions
involving theta functions into partition functions for discrete Gaussian distributions:
Definition 2.3. For µ P Rd, Σ0 P Rdˆd positive-definite, and L any discrete subset
of Rd, the discrete Gaussian on L with center parameter µ and scale parameter Σ0
is the L-valued random variable X with
PpX “ eq “ expt´
pi
2 rpe´ µqΣ´10 pe´ µqsuř
e1PL expt´pi2 rpe1 ´ µqΣ´10 pe1 ´ µqsu
for e P L.
Only two-dimensional discrete Gaussians arise in this paper.
Theta functions and discrete Gaussian distributions are related as follows. Recall-
ing the quadratic form gτ peq from (12), if τ “ τ rHs as in (8), then
gτ peq “ etΣ´10 e with Σ0 “ pdetHq´1{2H. (33)
Lemma 2.4. For r, s P t0, 1u and φ, ψ P R,
Ξrsp´e2piiφ,´e2piiψ|τq2 “
ř
j,kPZp´1qpr`kqps`jq expt´pi2gτ pj ´ 2ψ, k ` 2φqu
|ηpτq|2p2τimq1{2 , (34)
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Proof. Write ν ” φτ ´ψ. Recalling (25), write q ” |qτ | ” e´piτim . Use (26) to expand
|ϑ00pν|τq|2 “ řx,yPZ qx2`y2`2φpx`yq expt2piirpφτre ´ ψq ` 12τrepx` yqspx´ yqu
“ 12
ř
jPZ q
j2{2`2φjř
kPZ q
k2{2 expt2piirpφτre ´ ψq ` 12τrejsku
`12
ř
jPZp´1qjqj2{2`2φj
ř
kPZp´1qkqk2{2 expt2piirpφτre ´ ψq ` 12τrejsku
where the second equality follows by the change of variables j ” x`y, k ” x´y. For
both of the double sums appearing in the last expression, apply Poisson summation
over k for each fixed j to obtain (with some rearranging, and recalling (32))
Ξ00p´e2piiφ,´e2piiψ|τq2 “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇqφ
2
ϑ00pν|τq
ηpτq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
“
ř
j,kPZp´1qjk expt´pi2gτ pj ´ 2ψ, k ` 2φqu
|ηpτq|2p2τimq1{2 ,
proving (34) for pr, sq “ p0, 0q. The formulas for the remaining values of pr, sq follow
from (32). 
Lemma 2.5. The zero-argument correction factors Ξrspτq ” Ξrsp´1,´1|τq satisfy
the cross product identities
Ξ00pτqΞ01pτq “ Ξ01p2τq,
Ξ00pτqΞ10pτq “ Ξ10pτ{2q,
Ξ01pτqΞ10pτq “ Ξ10p1`τ2 q.
(35)
For distinct pairs r1s1 and r2s2 belonging to t00, 01, 10u,
Ξr1s1pτqΞr2s2pτq “
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi4gτ p2e` ps1, r1q ` ps2, r2qqu
|ηpτq|2pτimq1{2 (36)
Proof. We have the identities (see e.g. [CS99, §4.1])
ϑ00pτqϑ01pτq “ ϑ01p2τq2, 2g2τ peq “ gτ pe1, 2e2q
2ϑ00pτqϑ10pτq “ ϑ10pτ{2q2, 2gτ{2peq “ gτ p2e1, e2q
2eipi{4ϑ01pτqϑ10pτq “ ϑ10p1`τ2 q2, 2gp1`τq{2peq “ gτ p2e1 ` e2, e2q
Straightforward manipulations using the product formulas (27) give (35). Combining
with (34) gives (36): for example, recalling Ξ11pτq “ 0,
Ξ00pτqΞ01pτq “ Ξ
01p2τq2 `Ξ11p2τq2
|ηpτq{ηp2τq|2 “
ř
ePp2Zq2`p1,0q expt´pi2g2τ pe1, e2{2qu
|ηpτq|2pτimq1{2 ,
and combining with the above identity for g2τ gives the formula. 
3. Finite-size correction to the torus partition function
In this section we prove Theorem 2, determining the finite-size corrections to the
dimer partition function ZE as well as to its four components Z rsE . The critical
non-bipartite setting (single real node) is treated in §3.1, while the critical bipartite
setting (distinct conjugate nodes) is treated in §3.2. In both cases the asymptotic
expansion of the absolute value |Pf KEpζ, ξq| “ PEpζ, ξq1{2 is given by Theorem 1,
and we explain how to determine the sign of Pf KEpζ, ξq. Applying S´1 to both sides
of (23) then gives expressions for the finite-size corrections to the quantities Z rsE as
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signed combinations of absolute values or squared absolute values of the functions
Ξrs. In some cases, we can apply Lemma 2.4 to obtain Gaussian sum formulas for
the finite-size corrections. Lastly, in §3.3 we explain the interpretation of τ as the
shape of the torus in its “conformal” embedding.
We take the standard branch of the logarithm, which is holomorphic on CzRď0, and
continuous in z as it approaches the negative real half-line from the upper half-plane.
If for z P T we write eiθ ” z, unless otherwise specified we mean that ´pi ă θ ď pi
equals arg z, the imaginary part of (the chosen branch of) log z.
3.1. Finite-size correction in presence of real nodes.
Calculations of the finite-size corrections.
Proposition 3.1 (implies Theorem 2a). Suppose L is m0-oriented with characteristic
polynomial P pz, wq which is non-vanishing on T2 except at a positive node pz0, w0q P
t˘1u2 where it has expansion (7) with Hessian matrix H. Then, in the limit (5),
log Z rsE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc1r`sE ,s`rEpτEq ` op1q
where τE P H and the indices rE, sE P t0, 1u are as in (10), and fsc1rs ” log FSC1rs
with
FSC1rspτq ” 14
ř
r1,s1p´1qps`r1qpr`s1qΞr1s1pτq.
Summing over r, s gives the statement of Theorem 2a.
Proof. The asymptotic expansions of absolute values of the Pfaffians Pf KEpζ, ξq are
given by Theorem 1, so the issue is to determine their signs for ζ, ξ P t˘1u2. The
location of the node at pz0, w0q implies Pf KEpζE, ξEq “ 0. If ζE “ ξE “ 1 then (23)
gives
0 “ ´Z 00E ` Z 10E ` Z 01E ` Z 11E , (37)
implying that the other three entries on the left-hand side of (23) must be non-
negative. A similar argument applies for the other three possibilities for the location
of pζE, ξEq. It follows from Theorem 1 and (32) that for r, s P t0, 1u,
PEpp´1qr, p´1qsq1{2
epdetEq f0`op1q
“ ΞrspζE, ξE|τEq “ Ξpr`1,s`1q`prE ,sEqpτEq.
The matrix S in (23) satisfies S “ 4S´1, so¨˚
˚˝Z
00
E
Z 10E
Z 01E
Z 11E
‹˛‹‚“ S´1
¨˚
˚˝PEp`1,`1q
1{2
PEp`1,´1q1{2
PEp´1,`1q1{2
PEp´1,´1q1{2
‹˛‹‚“ epdetEq f0`op1q 14S
¨˚
˚˝Ξ
p1,1q`prE ,sEqpτEq
Ξp1,0q`prE ,sEqpτEq
Ξp0,1q`prE ,sEqpτEq
Ξp0,0q`prE ,sEqpτEq
‹˛‹‚,
implying the result. 
Proof of Theorem 2c. Suppose Q has a single real node at pz0, w0q “ p˘1,˘1q. Let
pζE, ξEq be as in (10); pζE, ξEq “ p˘1,˘1q. A very slight modification to the proof of
Theorem 1 gives
logPEpζ, ξq1{2 “ pdetEq f0 ` 2 log Ξpζ{ζE, ξ{ξE|τEq ` op1q.
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(a) fsc1pτq ” log FSC1pτq
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(b) logΞp`1,´1|τq
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(c) logΞp´1,`1|τq
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(d) logΞp´1,´1|τq
Figure 9. (Theorem 2a) Finite-size corrections fsc1 ” log FSC1 and logΞ,
shown as a function of τ “ x` iy for ´1{2 ď x ď 1{2, 0 ă y ď 1.
(Recall FSC1pτq “ 12
ř
ζ,ξ“˘1 Ξpζ, ξ|τq, with Ξp`1,`1|τq identically zero.)
(The proof of Theorem 1 approximates P near a positive node by a certain polynomial
P˝ determined from the Hessian; see (61). In this case we instead determine P˝ from
the Hessian associated to the node of Q, and approximate P by the square of P˝; the
rest of the proof remains essentially unchanged.) The finite-size correction to ZE is
then computed by the same argument as for Proposition 3.1, except with Ξ replaced
with Ξ2. Finally we observe that FSC2p˘1,˘1|τq “ FSC2p1, 1|τq. 
Clearly, the most straightforward application of Proposition 3.1 is when z0 “ w0 “
`1: in this case Pf KEp`1,`1q “ 0, implying that ZE “ 2Z 00E and
log Z rsE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc1rspτEq ` op1q.
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Figure 9 shows fsc1px`iyq as a function of px, yq. Figures 10a and 10b show FSC1px`
iyq together with the individual contributions FSC1rspx` iyq as a function of x with
y fixed at 1{20 and 1{100 respectively.
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(b) y “ 1{100
Figure 10. (Proposition 3.1) FSC1px` iyq (bold) and FSC1rspx` iyq with y fixed
If pz0, w0q ‰ p1, 1q, then the correspondence between Z rsE and FSC1r1s1 depends on
the parities of the entries of E. On the other hand, the following corollary shows
that finite-size corrections to the double-dimer partition function do not depend on
the location of the node pz0, w0q:
Corollary 3.2. In the setting of Proposition 3.1,
Z rsE
epdetEq 2f0`op1q
“
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi4gτ p2e` pr, sqqu
2|ηpτq|2pτimq1{2 if pr, sq ‰ p0, 0q,
Z 00E
epdetEq 2f0`op1q
“
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pequ
2|ηpτq|2p2τimq1{2 “
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ p2equ
|ηpτq|2p2τimq1{2
Proof. From the definition (24) of Z rsE and from Proposition 3.1 we find
Z rsE “ epdetEq 2f0`op1q 14
ř
r1s1 Ξr
1s1pτqΞpr1,s1q`ps,rqpτq,
regardless of where the real node is located. Recalling Ξ11pτq ” 0 gives¨˝Z 01E
Z 10E
Z 11E
‚˛“ epdetEq 2f0`op1q 12
¨˝
Ξ00pτqΞ10pτq
Ξ00pτqΞ01pτq
Ξ01pτqΞ10pτq
‚˛
and applying (36) gives the result for pr, sq ‰ p0, 0q. Using Ξ11pτq ” 0 again gives
Z 00E
epdetEq 2f0`op1q
“ 14rΞ00pτq2 `Ξ01pτq2 `Ξ10pτq2 ˘Ξ11pτq2s
and combining with (34) gives the two expressions for the case pr, sq “ p0, 0q. 
A similar calculation give the finite-size correction in the presence of two real nodes:
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Proof of Theorem 2d. There are two domain phases, pζjE, ξjEq ” pzujwvj , zxjwyj q (j “
1, 2), where we must have Pf KEpζjE, ξjEq “ 0. It follows that all four entries on the
left-hand side of (23) must be non-negative, therefore¨˚
˚˝Z
00
E
Z 10E
Z 01E
Z 11E
‹˛‹‚“ epdetEq f0`op1qS´1
¨˚
˚˝Ξ
11pζ1E, ξ1E|τEqΞ11pζ2E, ξ2E|τEq
Ξ10pζ1E, ξ1E|τEqΞ10pζ2E, ξ2E|τEq
Ξ01pζ1E, ξ1E|τEqΞ01pζ2E, ξ2E|τEq
Ξ00pζ1E, ξ1E|τEqΞ00pζ2E, ξ2E|τEq
‹˛‹‚.
Thus, with pζE, ξEq ” pζ1Eζ2E, ξ1Eξ2Eq ” pp´1qrE , p´1qsEq, we conclude
ZE “ epdetEq f0`op1q 12
ř
r,s ΞrspτEqΞpr,sq`prE ,sEqpτEq “ epdetEq f0`op1qFSC3pζE, ξE|τEq
as claimed. The alternative expressions given in the theorem statement for the four
FSC3p˘1,˘1|τq follow from (35). 
Ising model on triangular lattice and Onsager’s lattice. By way of example we dis-
cuss Proposition 3.1 in the context of the Ising model. Recall (14) the correspondence
between the low-temperature expansion of the Ising model on the triangular lattice
and the dimer model on the Fisher lattice. Criticality for the latter model (van-
ishing of the Fisher characteristic polynomial on the unit torus) is characterized in
Proposition 1.1: in particular, P p`1,`1q “ κ2˝, so P p`1,`1q “ 0 includes the cases
a “ b “ c “ ?3 (critical ferromagnetic Ising on triangular lattice),
a` b` 1 “ ab (critical ferromagnetic Ising on Onsager’s lattice),
(in particular the homogeneous Onsager’s lattice with βa “ βb “ 12 logp
?
2 ` 1q).
Meanwhile, P p´1,´1q “ κ2c , so P p´1,´1q “ 0 includes the case
a´1 ` b´1 ` 1 “ pabq´1 (critical anti-ferromagnetic Ising on Onsager’s lattice).
Thus, as expected, we see parity dependence in the finite-size correction to (14) only
in the anti-ferromagnetic case.
We also comment briefly on the observation (cf. (37)) that
pζE, ξEq “ pp´1qrE , p´1qsEq implies ZE “ 2Z sErEE . (38)
In the setting of Onsager’s lattice with ferromagnetic coupling constants βa, βb ą 0,
this can be understood in terms of a duality transformation (see [Li12]): in addition
to the low-temperature correspondence (14) we also have
(Onsager’s lattice Ising) ;Zm,n
(Fisher lattice dimers, homology pn,mq) “ pśe eβeq ¨ 2 ¨ Zn,mm,nre´2βa , e´2βb , 1s
(Fisher lattice dimers, all homologies) “ 2mnpśe cosh βeqZm,nrtanh βa, tanh βb, 1s.
The first equivalence is again obtained through the low-temperature expansion, ex-
cept that instead of considering the polygonal configuration on the dual lattice formed
by the spin domain boundaries, we take the complementary polygonal configuration
which includes each dual edge separating like spins. On the m ˆ n torus, the parti-
tion function is restricted to dimer covers m with windm‘m “ pn,mq mod 2 because
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the original spin domain boundaries must have homology p0, 0q (cf. (14)). The sec-
ond equivalence is obtained through the usual high-temperature expansion, with no
restriction on the homology of the dimer cover.
From (38), the finite-size correction to Zn,mm,nre´2βa , e´2βb , 1s at criticality will be
sensitive to the parity of pm,nq unless P p´1,´1q “ κc “ 0, which corresponds
precisely to the ferromagnetic critical line (15). On this line,
Zm,nre´2βa , e´2βb , 1s “ 2 ¨ Zm,nm,nre´2βa , e´2βb , 1s “ Zm,nrtanh βa, tanh βb, 1s
where the first identity is from (38), and the second follows by comparing the low-
and high-temperature expansions and observing that 2pcosh βaqpcosh βbq “ eβaeβb .
In particular, in the homogeneous case βa “ βb “ β “ 12 logp
?
2 ` 1q, we have
e´2β “ tanh β, so that the Fisher lattice is self-dual under the above transformations.
Thus the Ising–Fisher correspondences give an alternate proof of (38) in this special
instance; we emphasize however that (38) holds in a much more general setting.
3.2. Finite-size correction in presence of distinct conjugate nodes.
Proposition 3.3 (implies Theorem 2b). Suppose the m0-oriented lattice L has bi-
partite fundamental domain, with bipartite characteristic polynomial Qpz, wq which is
non-vanishing on T2 except at distinct conjugate zeroes pz0, w0q ‰ pz0, w0q. The two
zeroes are positive nodes of the characteristic polynomial P pz, wq “ Qpz, wqQp1{z, 1{wq
with the same Hessian matrix H. Then, in the limit (5),
log Z rsE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc2rspζE, ξE|τEq ` op1q
where τE, ζE, ξE are as in (10), and fsc2 ” log FSC2 with
FSC2rspζ, ξ|τq ” 14
ř
r1,s1p´1qpr`s1qps`r1qΞr1s1p´ζ,´ξ|τq2.
Summing over r, s P t0, 1u gives the statement of Theorem 2b.
Lemma 3.4. In the setting of Proposition 3.3, the four quantities
Qrs` ” p´1qrsQp´p´1qr,´p´1qsq, r, s P t0, 1u
must all be positive.
Proof. Since all the Z rsE are non-negative, we see on the right-hand side of (23) that
either all four entries are non-negative, or exactly one is negative while the rest are
positive. In the case that E is the two-dimensional identity matrix, recalling (20)
shows that (since Q has no real zeroes on the unit torus)
either three or four Qrs` are positive. (39)
For z, w P C define the counts
`hpwq ” number of zeroes in z of Qpz, wq inside unit circle;
`vpzq ” number of zeroes in w of Qpz, wq inside unit circle (40)
(taken with multiplicity), where for the moment we leave the count undefined in the
case that there is a zero exactly on the unit circle.
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Now suppose that z0, w0 R R. By the assumption of distinct conjugate nodes, `vpzq
stays constant as z travels around the unit circle except that it jumps by one when z
crosses z0 or z0: thus
|`hp`1q ´ `hp´1q| “ |`vp`1q ´ `vp´1q| “ 1. (41)
By the argument principle, `vpzq is also the total winding of the closed curve Qpz,Tq
around the origin, or equivalently the total change in p2piq´1 argQpz, wq as w travels
around T. For z “ ˘1, the curve is symmetric about the real line, so `vpzq is given
by twice the change in p2piq´1 argQpz, wq as w travels halfway around T, from `1
counter-clockwise to ´1. Thus
sgnrQp´1,`1qQp´1,´1qs “ p´1q`vp´1q, sgnrQp`1,`1qQp`1,´1qs “ p´1q`vp`1q,
sgnrQp`1,´1qQp´1,´1qs “ p´1q`hp´1q, sgnrQp`1,`1qQp´1,`1qs “ p´1q`hp`1q.
From (41), two of the signs above are `1 while the other two are ´1.
If instead z0 P R or w0 P R, the argument principle can be used only to determine
three of the four signs, but the fourth is then also determined since the product of
the signs must be `1. Thus it must always be the case that Q has the same sign
at three points in t˘1u2, and takes the opposite sign at the last point. Therefore
Qrs` “ p´1qrsQp´p´1qr,´p´1qsq is positive at an even number of points. Together
with (39) this implies that the Qrs` are all positive. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Again the issue is to determine the signs of the four Pfaf-
fians Pf KEp˘1,˘1q which here can be all non-zero in contrast to the setting of
Proposition 3.1. From (20), Pf KEp˘1,˘1q “ QEp˘1,˘1q, where QE can also be
computed recursively from Qpz, wq as in (6): it then follows from Lemma 3.4 that for
r, s P t0, 1u,
sgnp´1qrsPf KEp´p´1qr,´p´1qsq “ sgnQrs` “ `1,
and so it follows from Theorem 1 together with (42) that
p´1qrsPf KEp´p´1qr,´p´1qsq “ epdetEq f0`op1qΞp´p´1qrζE,´p´1qsξEq2
It then follows from (23) that¨˚
˚˝Z
00
E
Z 10E
Z 01E
Z 11E
‹˛‹‚“ epdetEq f0`op1q 14S
¨˚
˚˝Ξ
11p´ζE,´ξE|τEq2
Ξ10p´ζE,´ξE|τEq2
Ξ01p´ζE,´ξE|τEq2
Ξ00p´ζE,´ξE|τEq2
‹˛‹‚,
implying the expansion of Z rsE in the statement of the proposition. Summing over
r, s P t0, 1u and recalling Lemma 2.4 concludes the proof of Theorem 2b. 
Figure 6 shows fsc1px` iyq versus fsc2px` iyq for y “ 1200 ; note that fsc1 resembles
fsc2 but lies below it.
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3.3. Modular transformation of finite-size correction. From the results pre-
sented so far it is clear that the asymptotic behavior of dimer systems on large toric
graphs LE is governed by the conformal shape parameter τE defined in (10). We now
explain the interpretation of this parameter as the half-period ratio of the torus with
respect to its “natural” or “conformal” embedding.
Recall that any E P End`pZ2q defines the fractional linear transformation
γE : CÑ C, γEpzq ” x` zy
u` zv ;
note γEE1 “ γE ˝ γE1 . The associated lattice half-period ratio τE is the evaluation of
this fractional linear transformation at i, τE ” γEpiq, a point in the upper half-plane.
The parameter τ associated to the transformed Hessian HE ” pEtq´1HE´1 is simply
the half-period ratio of a certain matrix square root of the inverse Hessian:
τ rHEs “ τEh´1 , where h ” A´1{2w
ˆ
D 0
B Aw
˙
satisfies pEh´1qpEh´1qt “ pHEq´1.
In particular we have the symmetries
Ξrspζ, ξ|τq “ Ξrspζ, ξ| ´ τq “ Ξrspζ, ξ| ´ τq,
therefore Ξrspζ, ξ|τq “ Ξrspζ, ξ|τq
*
for ζ, ξ P T (42)
(these relations are also straightforward to prove directly from the definitions of the
special functions).
Two matrices E,E 1 P End`pZ2q specify the same lattice of vectors Z2E “ Z2E 1 if
and only if E “ TE 1 for T P SL2Z. The half-period ratio transforms under left multi-
plication by SL2Z via the group Γ of modular transformations pγT qTPSL2Z. The Jacobi
theta and Dedekind eta functions transform naturally under the modular group. To
understand the transformations of Ξ, fsc1, fsc2, fsc3 under the modular group, it suf-
fices to describe their transformations under the generating transformations
γA : τ ÞÑ τ ` 1 corresponding to A ” p 1 01 1 q;
γB : τ ÞÑ ´1{τ corresponding to B ” p 0 1´1 0 q.
From the relations
ϑrspν|τ ` 1q “ pepii{4qrϑr,s`1´rpν|τq, ηpτ ` 1q “ epii{12ηpτq,
ϑrspν{τ | ´1{τq “ p´iqrsp´iτq1{2epiiν2{τϑsrpν|τq, ηp´1{τq “ p´iτq1{2ηpτq,
it is straightforward to prove the following
Proposition 3.5. The functions Ξrs satisfy the modular relations
Ξrspζ, ξ|τq “ Ξr,r`spζ, ζξ|τ ` 1q,
Ξrspζ, ξ|τq “ Ξsrpξ¯, ζ| ´ 1{τq “ Ξsrpξ, ζ|1{τ¯q,
implying for all T P SL2Z that, with pζE, ξEq ” pzu0wv0 , zx0wy0q, we have
fsc1rspτq “ fsc1BTBpr,sqpγT pτqq and fsc2rspζE, ξE|τq “ fsc2BTBpr,sqpζTE, ξTE|γT pτqq,
hence fsc1pτq “ fsc1pγT pτqq and fsc2pζE, ξE|τq “ fsc2pζTE, ξTE|γT pτqq.
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These results indicate that at criticality, the second-order behavior of P pz, wq at its
nodes determines a “natural” or “conformal” geometric embedding of L into the com-
plex plane — that is, the embedding in which the lattice is invariant under translations
by h´1Z2, so that the matrix Eh´1 describes LE in Cartesian coordinates.
3.4. Asymptotic behavior of the scaling functions. In this subsection we de-
scribe the asymptotics of the finite-size correction functions as the imaginary part τim
of τ tends to `8 (corresponding to the situation that one of the lattice vectors defin-
ing the torus becomes much longer than the other, with detE still within a constant
factor of }pu, vq}}px, yq}). As we shall see, when τim Ñ 8, the corrections to the free
energy become linear in τim, while the dependence on the twist in the torus given by
τre becomes negligible.
Consider first the function Ξ of (31). Recalling (27) and (28), we express
Ξp´e2piiφ,´e2piiψ|τq “
ˇˇˇˇś
`PN´1{2
“p1` e2piipp``φqτ´ψqqp1` e2piipp`´φqτ`ψqq‰
epiiτp1{12´φ2q
ˇˇˇˇ
.
We may assume ´1{2 ă φ ď 1{2; then, in the limit τim Ñ 8, it is clear that all terms
` ‰ 1{2 in the infinite product give a negligible contribution:
Ξp´e2piiφ,´e2piiψ|τq
1`Ope´2piτimq “
ˇˇˇˇp1` e2piipp1{2`φqτ´ψqqp1` e2piipp1{2´φqτ`ψqq
epiiτp1{12´φ2q
ˇˇˇˇ
.
If φ is bounded away from ˘1{2 in the limit τim Ñ 8, then
Ξp´e2piiφ,´e2piiψ|τq “ expt´piτimpφ2 ´ 112q ` op1qu.
At φ “ 1{2 we instead find
Ξp`1,´e2piiψ|τq “ 2 cosppiψq expt´piτim ¨ 1{6`Ope´2piτimqu.
We therefore find in the limit τim Ñ 8 that
fsc1pτq “ piτim{12`Ope´piτimq,
fsc2p˘i, ξ|τq “ piτim{24` log 2`Ope´piτim{2q
fsc2pe˘2piiφ, ξ|τq “ piτim ¨ p1{6´ 2p|φ| ^ p1{2´ |φ|qq2q ` op1q
(for |φ| bounded away from 1{4)
fsc3p`1,˘1|τq “ piτim{6`Ope´piτimq,
fsc3p´1,˘1|τq “ ´piτim{12` log 2`Ope´piτimq.
These estimates hold uniformly over τre P R.
4. Loop statistics on bipartite graphs
In this section we show that in the bipartite setting with distinct conjugate zeroes,
the dimer winding numbers (13) have asymptotically discrete Gaussian fluctuations.
Earlier results showing that the dimer height distribution is a discrete Gaussian were
obtained by Kenyon and Wilson [KW04] for the square lattice on a cylinder and
Boutillier and de Tilière [BdT09] for the honeycomb lattice on a rectilinear torus.
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Theorem 4 (implies Thm. 3). In the setting of Theorem 2b, suppose L is m0-oriented,
and let mE be the reference matching of LE obtained by periodically extending m0. Let
` ” p`hp´1q, `vp´1qq
as defined by (40). Up to switching black with white, windm a mE is asymptoti-
cally distributed in the limit (5) as a discrete Gaussian on Z2 with center and scale
parameters µE and ΣE given by
µE ” 1pi
ˆ
x arg z0 ` y argw0
´u arg z0 ´ v argw0
˙
´ pdetEqpEtq´1`, (43)
ΣE ” pE
tq´1HE´1
pdetHq1{2{ detE , (44)
with pz0, w0q P T2 the distinguished root of Qpz, wq specified by (47) below.
Remark 4.1. The choice of reference matching mE is not particularly important to
the result. For an arbitrary reference matching nE of LE, since ma nE “ pmamEqa
pnE a mEq, the limiting distribution of windm a nE is a discrete Gaussian with the
same covariance as for windmamE, but with a mean that is shifted.
The proof of Theorem 4 is via perturbative analysis of the expansion of Theorem 2b,
which we repeat here for convenience:
ZE
epdetEq f0`op1q
“ FSC2pζE, ξE|τEq (45)
with τE, rE, sE as in (10), and
FSC2pζE, ξE|τq “
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pe´ psE,´rEqqu
|ηpτq|2p2τimq1{2 .
For z P T, if w ÞÑ Qpz, wq has a root at wpzq P C, then w ÞÑ Qpz´1, w´1q has a root
at w “ 1{wpzq. Since switching black and white simply reverses the roles of Qpz, wq
and Qpz´1, w´1q, recalling (41) we may hereafter assume that
`vp`1q “ `vp´1q ´ 1. (46)
If z0 is real, then one of the `vp˘1q is defined by (40) while the other is not, in which
case we define it by (46).
We distinguish between the conjugate roots of Qpz, wq by taking pz0, w0q to be the
root such that on a small neighborhood of z0 in T, there is a smooth function wpzq
such that
wpz0q “ w0, Qpz, wpzqq “ 0, and |wpz0e2piirq| is decreasing in r for |r| small. (47)
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(a) Fundamental domain in dashed lines; reference
matching m0 in gray; m0-alternating double-dimer
loops (blue-gray horizontally, red-gray vertically)
(b) For unweighted square lattice: radial plot
z ÞÑ z|wpzq| with z P T, colored according to
Imwpzq (unit disk shaded)
Figure 11. Square lattice, with Qpz, wq “ a´ bz ´ dw ´ cz{w
4.1. Moment-generating function of winding numbers. Let us briefly review
the notion of a dimer height function in this bipartite setting (see [KOS06] and refer-
ences therein). A dimer configuration m on LE may be regarded as a black-to-white
unit flow. If mE is the reference matching on LE, then m a mE is a divergence-free
flow (in addition to being an oriented loop configuration), and gives rise to a height
function h which is defined on the faces of the graph as follows:
For any two faces f0, f1 in the graph, hpf1q ´ hpf0q gives the flux of mamE across
a path in the dual graph joining f0 to f1. This definition depends on the choice of
the path from f0 to f1, but homologous paths give the same value. In particular,
for a closed path which can be deformed to a point, the height change is zero. The
horizontal winding wh of the oriented loop configuration mamE is the height change
along a vertical closed loop oriented downwards, and the vertical winding wv is the
height change along a horizontal closed loop oriented rightwards.
For α ” pαh, αvq P R2, consider the lattice L with weights modified periodically as
follows: for each edge joining a black vertex in the x P Z2 copy of the fundamental
domain to a white vertex in the x`e P Z2 copy of the fundamental domain, multiply
the edge weight by exptxα, eyu (regardless of the Kasteleyn orientation of the edge).
Let να ” ναE and Zα ” ZαE denote the associated (non-normalized) dimer measure and
dimer partition function on LE. The associated bipartite characteristic polynomial is
Qαpz, wq ” Qpeαhz, eαvwq.
The free energy f0 associated with the α-perturbed lattice weighting is the evaluation
at α of the Ronkin function R associated to Qpz, wq:
Rpαq ”
ĳ
T2
log |Qpeαhz, eαvwq| dz2piiz
dw
2piiw (48)
(see [KOS06] for more information).
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Recall that mE is the periodic extension of m0. For a dimer configuration m for
which windmamE “ pwh,wvq,
ναpmq{ναpmEq
νpmq{νpmEq “ exptwhpuαh ` vαvq ` wvpxαh ` yαvqu “ exptpwh,wvqEαu.
Since no edges of the reference matching are reweighted, ναpmEq “ νpmEq, and so
ZαE “ ν
αpmEq
νpmEq
ÿ
m
ναpmq{ναpmEq
νpmq{νpmEq νpmq “ ZE ˆ E
“
exptpwindmamEqEαu
‰
. (49)
where the expectation is with respect to the original normalized dimer measure on E.
Given ZαE{ZE, assuming it is a sufficiently well-behaved function of α, we can de-
termine the distribution of the winding of the double-dimer configurations on the
torus E. It is enough to evaluate ZαE{ZE (sufficiently precisely) for α in a neighbor-
hood of 0. From (49), (45) and (48),
ZαE
ZE
“ exptRpαq detEuexptRp0q detEulooooooooomooooooooon
Rpαq
¨ FSC2pζ
α
E , ξ
α
E|ταE q
FSC2pζ0E, ξ0E|τ0Eqlooooooooomooooooooon
F pαq
¨p1` op1qq (50)
where ταE , ζαE , ξαE are all evaluated with respect to the α-perturbed weights. We com-
pute the first factor on the right-hand side in §4.2, the second factor in §4.3, and then
complete the proof in §4.3.
4.2. Perturbation of free energy. In this section we estimate Rpαq from (50) by
computing the gradient and Hessian of the Ronkin function R.
A version of the gradient calculation also appears in [KOS06, Theorem 5.6]. For
|α| small, Qα also has distinct conjugate zeroes on the unit torus, and to compute
the gradient we must understand how the zeroes change with α. To this end let
r0pαq, s0pαq be the unique smooth real-valued functions such that
Qαpepiir0pαq, epiis0pαqq “ 0, pepiir0pαq, epiis0pαqq|α“0 “ pz0, w0q, (51)
and 1 ă r0p0q, s0p0q ď 1, where pz0, w0q denotes the root of Q at α “ 0 which was
distinguished in (47).
Lemma 4.2. In the setting of Proposition 3.3 with (46),
∇Rpαq “
ˆBαhRpαqBαvRpαq
˙
“
ˆ
`hp´1q ` s0pαq
`vp´1q ´ r0pαq
˙
for small α;
and
HessRpαq|α“0 “
ˆ B2αhRpαq BαvBαhRpαqBαhBαvRpαq B2αvRpαq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
α“0
“ 1
piD
ˆ
Az B
B Aw
˙
,
where Az, Aw, B, and D are defined in (7) and (21). Consequently,
Rpαq ´Rp0q “ x`,αy ´ p´s0αh ` r0αvq ` p2piDq´1pαtHαq `Opα3q,
where the constants in big-O term depend on the fundamental domain (but not E).
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Proof. By the argument principle,
BαvRpαq “ Re
¿
|z|“1
¿
|w|“eαv
pwBwQqpeαhz, wq
Qpeαhz, wq
dw
2piiw
dz
2piiz “
¿
|z|“1
`αv pzq dz2piiz ,
where `αv pzq counts the number of zeroes in w of Qαpz, wq inside the unit circle. It
follows from the condition (46) and from our definition (51) of r0, s0 that
BαvRpαq “ `αv p´1q ´ r0pαq,
where `αv p´1q “ `vp´1q for |α| small. Therefore B2αvRpαq “ ´Bαvr0pαq, which is
positive due to (47).
Differentiating the relation Qαpz, wq “ 0 in α and evaluating at α “ 0 givesˆBαhr0pαq Bαhs0pαqBαvr0pαq Bαvs0pαq
˙ˆ
zBzQ
wBwQ
˙
“ i
pi
ˆ
zBzQ
wBwQ
˙
.
Since r0 and s0 are real-valued, separating the other terms into real and imaginary
parts (zQz ” xz ` iyz and wQw ” xw ` iyw) gives a system of four equations for the
four variables Bαhr0pαq, Bαhs0pαq, Bαvr0pαq, Bαvs0pαq. We use (21) to solve these
and findˆBαhr0pαq Bαhs0pαqBαvr0pαq Bαvs0pαq
˙
“ sgnpxzyw ´ yzxwq
piD
ˆ ´B Az
´Aw B
˙
“ 1
piD
ˆ ´B Az
´Aw B
˙
,
where the last equality follows from the preceding observation that Bαvr0pαq ă 0.
This then implies Bαhs0pαq ą 0, so a similar line of reasoning as above gives
BαhRpαq “
¿
|w|“1
`αh pwq dw2piiw “ `
α
h p´1q ` s0pαq,
with `αh p´1q defined to be `αh p`1q ´ 1 in the case w0 “ ´1. Thereforeˆ B2αhRpαq BαvBαhRpαqBαhBαvRpαq B2αvRpαq
˙
“
ˆ`Bαhs0pαq `Bαvs0pαq´Bαhr0pαq ´Bαvr0pαq
˙
“ 1
piD
ˆ
Az B
B Aw
˙
. (52)

4.3. Perturbation of finite-size correction. We now compute the effect of the
α-perturbation on the finite-size correction. Recall the quadratic form gτ which was
defined in (12).
Lemma 4.3. In the setting of Proposition 3.3 with (46), assuming |α|pdetEq1{2 À 1,
the second factor in (50) is
F pαq “
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ µEq ` pEαqtpe´ µEqu
exp
 detE
2piD α
tHα
(ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ µEqu
exptOp|α|plogp1{|α|qq1{2qu
with µE as in (43).
Proof. The parameter ταE varies smoothly with α, so we find
F pαq “ eOp|α|qFSC2pζ
α
E , ξ
α
E|τ0Eq
FSC2pζ0E, ξ0E|τ0Eq .
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In the expression (11) for FSC2pζαE , ξαE|τ0Eq, let offαE be the “offset vector”:
offαE ”
ˆ
sαE´rαE
˙
where rαE, sαE are as in (10). Then
F pαq “ eOp|α|q
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ offαEquř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ off0Equ
. (53)
The above is invariant under the addition of integer vectors to offαE, so for convenience
we take the unperturbed offset vector off0E to have norm À 1, and let the α-perturbed
offset vector be defined by
offαE ´off0E “ pdetEqpEtq´1
ˆ
sα0 ´ s00´rα0 ` r00
˙
.
The Taylor series expansion with (52) gives
offαE ´off0E “ detEpiD pE
tq´1rHα`Op|α|2qs
“ detE
piD
pEtq´1Hα`Op|α|2pdetEq1{2q, (54)
where the second equation holds for well-shaped tori (5). Recall that the quadratic
form gτ can also be expressed using (33) and (44):
gτ0Epeq “ etΣE´1e “ et
EH´1Et
pdetHq´1{2 detEe . (55)
Since ΣE is symmetric, we can rewrite
gτ0Epe´ offαEq ´ gτ0Epe´ off0Eq “ gτ0EpoffαE ´off0Eq ´ 2poffαE ´off0EqtΣE´1pe´ off0Eq .
Combining (55) and (54) and recalling that D “ ?detH, and using the well-shaped
torus assumption (5), the terms on the right-hand side are
gτ0EpoffαE ´off0Eq “
detE
pi2D
αtHα`Op|α|3 detEq ,
´2poffαE ´off0EqtΣE´1pe´ off0Eq “ ´ 2piα
tEtpe´ off0Eq `Op|α|2pdetEq1{2p|e| ` 1qq .
Combining these gives
expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ offαEqu “
expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ off0Eq ` pEαqtpe´ off0Equ
exp
 detE
2piD α
tHα
(
ˆ expt|α|2pdetEq1{2r|e| ` 1` |α|pdetEq1{2su . (56)
To apply this estimate in (53), we truncate the sum in the numerator so that |e| will
not be too large. For convenience, we now invoke the assumption that |α|pdetEq1{2 À
1, so that |offαE ´off0E | À |α|pdetEq1{2 À 1. Then, since gταE peq — |e|2, there
is an absolute constant C such that the contribution in the numerator from |e ą
Cplogp1{|α|qq1{2 will be less than α. The numerator itself is — 1, so the additive error
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|α| translates into multiplicative error exptOp|α|qu. Then, for |e| ď Cplogp1{|α|qq1{2,
we apply the estimate (56). Finally we remove the truncation on e, giving
F pαq “
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ off0Eq ` pEαqtpe´ off0Equ
exp
 detE
2piD α
tHα
(ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ0Epe´ off0Equ
ˆ exptOp|α|plogp1{|α|qq1{2qu.
The lemma follows since µE is a representative of off0E modulo Z2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let θ P R2 with |θ| À 1, and set α “ E´1θ. Combining (50)
with Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 gives
ZαE
Z0E
“ eop1q exptx`,αy detEu
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pe´ µEq ` pEαqtpe´ µEqu
exptp´s0αh ` r0αvq detEu řePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pe´ µEqu ,
with µE as in (43). Using the fact that
x`,αy detE ` pEαqtpe´ µEq ´ p´s0αh ` r0αvq detE “ xθ, ey,
we obtain
E
“
exwindmamE ,θy
‰ “ ZαEZ0E “ eop1q
ř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pe´ µEqu exptxθ, eyuř
ePZ2 expt´pi2gτ pe´ µEqu
.
If a sequence of probability measures have Laplace transforms that convergence point-
wise to the Laplace transform of a probability measure, then the sequence converges
in distribution to that measure [Bil99, Ex. 5.5]. We therefore find that the winding
windmamE is asymptotically distributed as a discrete Gaussian on Z2 with param-
eters µE,ΣE as in (43) and (44). 
a
c
c
b
b
w
z
(a) Fundamental domain in dashed lines; reference
matching m0 in gray; m0-alternating double-dimer
loops (blue-gray horizontally, red-gray vertically)
(b) For unweighted honeycomb graph: radial
plot z ÞÑ z|wpzq| with z P T, colored according
to Imwpzq (unit disk shaded)
Figure 12. Honeycomb graph, with Qpz, wq “ a´ bz ´ cw
4.4. Dimers on the honeycomb graph. By way of example, consider the honey-
comb graph with edge weights a, b, c and bipartite fundamental domain, m0-oriented
for the reference matching m0 given by the a-edge (Figure 12).
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The bipartite characteristic polynomial is Qpz, wq “ a ´ bz ´ cw. If a, b, c do not
satisfy the triangle inequality then Q is non-vanishing on T2. If the weak triangle
inequality is satisfied, then C ” śr,sPt0,1uQrs` is non-negative (see Lemma 3.4), and
Q vanishes at pz0, w0q ” pepiir0 , epiis0q and its conjugate where
r0 “ 1pi cos´1pa
2`b2´c2
2ab q P r0, 1s, s0 ” ´ 1pi cos´1pa
2`c2´b2
2ac q P r´1, 0s. (57)
Assume now that a, b, c satisfy the strict triangle inequality, so that C ą 0 and
the conjugate zeroes of Q are distinct. These zeroes are positive nodes of P pz, wq ”
Qpz, wqQp1{z, 1{wq, with Hessian
H ”
ˆ
b2 12pa2 ´ b2 ´ c2q1
2pa2 ´ b2 ´ c2q c2
˙
, detH ” C{4. (58)
The following is then a direct consequence of Theorem 2b and Theorem 4 (with
` “ p0, 0q):
Corollary 4.4. For the m0-oriented honeycomb graph (Figure 12), the characteristic
polynomial has zeroes at pz0, w0q “ pepiir0 , epiis0q given by (57) and its conjugate, with
Hessian H given by (58). Thus
log ZE “ pdetEq f0 ` fsc2pζE, ξE|τEq ` op1q
with τE, ζE, ξE as in (10). For mE the matching of LE given by taking all the a-edges,
windmam0 is asymptotically distributed as a discrete Gaussian on Z2 with parameters
µE “
ˆ
xr0 ` ys0
´ur0 ´ vs0
˙
, ΣE “ pE
tq´1HE´1
pdetHq1{2{ detE .
We emphasize again that while the conformal shape τE depends smoothly on the
entries of the normalized matrix pdetEq´1{2E (which has Op1q entries for well-shaped
tori (5)), the domain phase pζE, ξEq is highly sensitive to constant-order changes in
the non-normalized entries of E.
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Figure 13. The 4ˆ 3 rectilinear torus, shown together with a skew torus
This is illustrated in Figure 3 for the unweighted honeycomb graph (a “ b “ c “ 1).
With our choice of fundamental domain (Figure 12), the m ˆ n rectilinear torus
(Figure 13) studied in [BdT09] corresponds to matrix E given by pu, vq “ pm,mq
and px, yq “ p´n, nq. In the usual embedding where all hexagons are regular, the
geometric aspect ratio is ρ ” n{p31{2mq, and it is straightforward to check that the
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conformal shape τ is simply iρ. From (57) we have pr0, s0q “ p1{3,´1{3q, so there are
multiple possibilities for the domain phase pζE, ξEq. Figure 12 considers the near-
rectilinear case τ “ iρ` op1q, and shows that the finite-size correction lies on one of
four different limiting curves
ρ ÞÑ fsc2ppepii{3qj, pepii{3qk|iρq
depending on the phase pζE, ξEq. Three of these can arise from exactly rectilinear
tori, while the fourth (the one corresponding to both j, k ı 0 mod 3) arises from
almost-rectilinear tori with τ “ iρ` op1q.
Arbitrarily many curves can be obtained by adjusting the weights: for example,
if we keep b “ c “ 1 but change a, the conformal shape τ becomes τ becomes
i n
m
ap4´ a2q´1{2. If a “ 12p
?
5´ 1q then pr0, s0q “ p2{5,´2{5q, and Figure 14 shows the
nine limiting curves arising for near-rectilinear tori.
1
2
−1
2 0
0.86
0.90
0.94
(a) ´1{2 ď log ρ ď 1{2
1
5
−1
5 0
0.87
0.88
0.89
0.90
(b) ´1{4 ď log ρ ď 1{4
Figure 14. (Honeycomb graph with weights a “ 12 p
?
5 ´ 1q, b “ c “ 1.) Finite-
size corrections fsc2pζE , ξE |τq for near-rectilinear (τ “ iρ ` op1q) tori, shown as a
function of logarithmic aspect ratio log ρ
5. Odd-sized fundamental domains
In this section we briefly address the case where the fundamental domain LI con-
tains an odd number k of vertices. Up to now we have always assumed k to be even,
which, as we review in §5.2 below, guarantees the existence of an LI-periodic Kaste-
leyn orientation of L. Clearly we can perform calculations with doubled versions of
the domain, but if the “natural” fundamental domain of the lattice has k odd then
different doublings need to be considered to access all possible toric quotients. For
concreteness, in §5.1 we illustrate with the example of the unweighted square lattice,
whose natural fundamental domain contains a single vertex. In §5.2 we comment on
the general situation.
5.1. Odd-sized fundamental domains in the square lattice. The natural fun-
damental domain LI of the unweighted square lattice is the 1ˆ 1 torus containing a
single vertex, connected to itself by one horizontal edge and one vertical edge. Clearly
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L has no LI-periodic Kasteleyn orientation with real weights; to find such an orien-
tation we have to double the fundamental domain. Two possibilities are shown in
Figure 15; we note that the domain of Figure 15a is bipartite while that of Figure 15b
is nonbipartite.
w
z
(a) Bipartite fundamental domain:
Qpz, wq “ 1´ z ´ z{w ´ w
w
z
(b) Nonbipartite fundamental domain:
P pz, wq “ 4´ z ´ 1{z ´ w2 ´ 1{w2
Figure 15. Two choices of fundamental domain for the unweighted square lattice
For ad ´ bc positive, quotient by the pa, bq and pc, dq translations to form the
pa, bq ˆ pc, dq torus, which can have dimer covers for ad ´ bc even. The torus can be
formed from copies of the p2, 0qˆ p1, 1q bipartite fundamental domain (Figure 15a) if
and only if a` b and c`d are both even. The bipartite characteristic polynomial has
simple zeroes at p1,˘iq, so it follows from Theorem 2b that the finite-size correction
to Z is FSC2pir, is|τq with r the value of a (or b) modulo 2, and s the value of c (or
d) modulo 2.
The pa, bq ˆ pc, dq torus can be formed from copies of the 2ˆ 1 nonbipartite funda-
mental domain L2,1 (Figure 15b) if and only if a and c are both even. The character-
istic polynomial has positive nodes at p1,˘1q with the same Hessian. It follows from
Theorem 2d that the finite-size correction to Z is FSC3pp´1qb, p´1qd|τq.
The case of b, d both even is handled by the 1ˆ2 nonbipartite fundamental domain
L1,2 (pi{4-rotation of Figure 15b). Alternatively, by the pi{4-rotational symmetry of
the square lattice, it has the same partition function as the pb, aq ˆ p´d,´cq torus.
We therefore conclude
Proposition 5.1. For the pa, bq ˆ pc, dq torus formed from the unweighted square
lattice, the dimer partition function Z satisfies
log Z´ pdetEq f0 ´ op1q “
“
00 01 10 11
00 fsc2p`1,`1|τq fsc3p`1,´1|τq fsc3p`1,´1|τq fsc2p`1,`i|τq
01 fsc3p´1,`1|τq fsc3p´1,´1|τq ´8 ´8
10 fsc3p´1,`1|τq ´8 fsc3p´1,´1|τq ´8
11 fsc2p`i,`1|τq ´8 ´8 fsc2p`i,`i|τq
where the row index is the value of pa, bq modulo 2 while the column index is the value
of pc, dq modulo 2.
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We see from Proposition 5.1 that for general τ , the finite-size correction lies on
one of seven curves. Figure 16a shows the four curves coming from the bipartite
fundamental domain (Figure 15a), while Figure 16b shows the four curves coming
from the nonbipartite fundamental domain (Figure 15b), where the case of a, b, c, d
all even appears in both.
−0.2 0.2
0.89
0.87
0.91
ee× ee
ee× oo oo× ee
oo× oo
(a) Corrections fsc2pζ, ξ|τq, obtained from
bipartite domain Figure 15a
−1 1
1
0.5
ee× ee
ee× eo
ee× oe
eo× eo
oe× ee
eo× ee
oe× oe
(b) Corrections fsc3pζ, ξ|τq, obtained from
non-bipartite domain Figure 15b
Figure 16. Unweighted square lattice dimers. Finite-size corrections fsc for near-
rectilinear toric quotients, shown as a function of logarithmic aspect ratio log ρ and
labelled according to parity of pa, bq ˆ pc, dq.
5.2. Odd-sized fundamental domains in general graphs. The assumption of LI
even guarantees that L can be given a LI-periodic Kasteleyn orientation, as follows
(see [Kas67]): choose a planar spanning tree T on the dual graph of LI , and give an
arbitrary orientation to any edges of LI not crossed by an edge of T . For any vertex
f P T with a single neighbor g P T , there is a unique way to orient the edge of LI
crossed by the dual edge pf, gq such that the face corresponding to f is clockwise odd.
By repeatedly pruning leaf vertices of T , LI can be oriented such that all faces are
clockwise odd except possibly the final face, corresponding to the root of T . For each
face f let of count the number of clockwise-oriented edges around f : then
ř
f p1` of q
is even if and only if the root face is also clockwise odd. But this sum is also simply
the number of faces and edges in the graph, and so by Euler’s formula must have the
same parity as the number k of vertices. It follows that LI can be oriented to give
rise to a periodic Kasteleyn orientation of L if and only if k is even.
If k is odd, the above procedure produces a LI-periodic orientation of L which is
“almost” Kasteleyn, in that exactly one face per fundamental domain is clockwise
even. This can be resolved by doubling the fundamental domain: for example, if
we put two copies of the fundamental domain side by side to make the 2 ˆ 1 torus
L2,1, the orientation of the doubled graph can be corrected by choosing a dual path
γ joining the two clockwise even faces, and reversing the orientation of each edge
crossing the dual path γ.
Recalling Definition 2.1, suppose further that we are given a reference matching
m0 of L2,1 such that its periodic extension m8 does not cross any boundaries sepa-
rating different copies of L2,1. We can choose the dual path γ such that its periodic
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extension either does or does not cross any of these boundaries, and we take the
choice which results in all vertical m0-alternating cycles having sign `1. If horizontal
m0-alternating cycles also have sign `1 then L is m0-oriented; otherwise reverse edges
along vertical seams to complete the orientation.
Proposition 5.2. With the above orientation, the characteristic polynomial P pz, wq
associated to L2,1 is a polynomial in pz, w2q. Consequently, if P pz, wq has two distinct
real nodes then they must be of form pz0,˘1q with the same associated Hessian.
Proof. Express P pz, wq “ detKpz, wq as a sum over permutations, so that each non-
zero term corresponds to an oriented cycle configuration in L2,1. Odd powers of w
correspond to cycle configurations winding an odd number of times in the vertical
direction.
Consider the mapping on cycle configurations induced by switching the two copies
of LI inside L2,1. The sign of the corresponding permutation remains the same (re-
gardless of the parity of k), but the product over entries of Kpz, wq changes sign if and
only if the configuration winds vertically an odd number of times: if the two copies
of LI have the same orientation except across the dual path γ then this is immedi-
ate. If we also reversed edges along vertical boundaries to produce an m0-orientation
of L, the statement can be proved by considering deformations of the edge-reversal
seams. 
As demonstrated for the square lattice in §5.1, if the natural fundamental domain
LI of L has an odd number of vertices, any pa, bq ˆ pc, dq torus containing an even
number of vertices can be obtained using an even-sized fundamental domain: either
the 2ˆ 1 torus L2,1, the 1ˆ 2 torus L1,2, or the p2, 0q ˆ p1, 1q torus.
6. Finite-size correction for characteristic polynomials
In this section we prove Theorem 1. For simplicity let us assume that P pz, wq
has a positive node located at p1, 1q, with Hessian expansion (7). We will make no
assumptions on the locations of the other (finitely many) nodes, nor will we assume
the relation P pz, wq “ P p1{z, 1{wq — the theorem for a general finite collection of
nodes will then follow by considering pz, wq ÞÑ P pz0z, w0wq.
We will make use of the following standard quadrature rules (see e.g. [Hil87, Mil60])
to approximate sums over discrete subsets of T by contour integrals. For f a smooth
C-valued function on rx´ h, x` hs Ă R, write
Ihfpxq ” 12h
şx`h
x´h fpsq ds, Ahfpxq ” 16rfpx´ hq ` 4fpxq ` fpx` hqs.
Lemma 6.1 (quadrature rules). For f a C-valued function smooth in a neighborhood
of r´h, hs, the following hold:
1
2h
şh
´h fpsq ds “ 12rfp´hq ` fphqs ´ 4h
2
12 f
2pξq, some ξ P p´h, hq (trapezoid rule);
Ihfp0q “ Ahfp0q ´ h4180f p4qpξq, some ξ P p´h, hq (Simpson’s rule).
If g is a C-valued function smooth in a neighborhood of rx´h, x`hsˆ ry´h, y`hs,
we write Ahj gpx, yq to indicate Ah applied to g in the j-th coordinate, and Ahgpx, yq
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to indicate the composition of Ah1 ,Ah2 applied to g. Similarly we write Ihgpx, yq ”
Ih1Ih2gpx, yq; Lemma 6.1 then implies
|Ahgpx, yq ´ Ihgpx, yq| ď h4 supt|pB4x ` B4yqgpx1, y1q| : |x1 ´ x| _ |y1 ´ y| ď hu.
We turn now to the computation of PEpζ, ξq with pζ, ξq ” pe2piiφ, e2piiψq. From the
double product formula (6), this is the product of P pe2piir, e2piisq over pr, sq in the
intersection of the unit square H ” r´12 , 12q2 with the grid of points E´1rpφ ` Zq ˆpψ ` Zqs. Equivalently, define F ” nE´1 for a positive scaling parameter n within
a constant factor of pdetEq1{2, and let p6pr, sq ” logP pe2piir1 , e2piis1q with pr1, s1q the
vector obtained by applying the matrix F to the vector pr, sq: then
logPEpζ, ξq “ řpr,sqPL p6pr, sq “ řpr,sqPL Ahp6pr, sq,
where h ” n´1 and L ” LφψE ” pF´1Hq X hrpφ` Zq ˆ pψ ` Zqs (59)
(so L is a subset of a rectilinear lattice with spacings h).
Remark 6.2. For practical purposes the double product (6) is easily computed as
follows: for ζ “ ξ “ 1, take the product of P pe2piir, e2piisq overˆ
r
s
˙
“ pdetEq´1
ˆ
yj ´ vk
´xj ` uk
˙
over 0 ď j ă detEgcdpx, yq , 0 ď k ă gcdpx, yq.
(To see that this is valid, note that for each fixed k P Z, all j’s map to pr, sq pairs
which are distinct modulo Z2, since clearly pdetEq´1pyj,´xjq P Z2 if and only if
pdetEq´1gcdpx, yqj P Z2. As pj, kq ranges over all Z2, pr, sq must take exactly detE
distinct values, and this would fail if any repeats occur in the stated range of k.)
For convenience we hereafter choose n to be an integer within a constant factor of
pdetEq1{2, sufficiently small such that H is contained in F´1H , and such that the
restriction of p6 to H is non-vanishing except at the origin — for example this can
be accomplished with
n ” h´1 ” maxtj P Zě1 : H Ď j´1EH and p6|Hzp0,0q ą ´8u, F ” nE´1. (60)
If P has expansion (7) at the origin with Hessian matrix H, then P6 ” ep6 at the
origin has the transformed Hessian matrix H˝ ” F tHF , whose entries we shall denote
az, b,aw, with d ” ?detH˝ “
?
azaw ´ b2 ą 0. A second-order approximation to
P6 near the origin is then given by
P˝pz, wq ” βpzqw ` βp1{zq{w ´ 2γpzq, where
βpzq ” ´aw ` bp1´ zq and γpzq ” paz ´ bq12pz ` 1{zq ´ paz ` aw ´ bq. (61)
Let p˝ ” logP˝: we consider both p6, p˝ as functions of pr, sq P R2; note however that
p6 has period F´1H while p˝ has period H .
The polynomial 12wP˝pz, wq is quadratic in w, with discriminant γpzq2´βpzqβp1{zq
which is quadratic in x ” 12pz ` z´1q with real coefficients. In particular, for z P T,
x “ Re z and the discriminant is real-valued. The discriminant is minimized over all
x P R at x‹ “ 1 ` rd{paz ´ bqs2 ą 1, hence minimized over z P T at z “ 1 where it
takes value zero. The function γ is linear in x, and is easily checked (using azaw ą b)
to be negative at x P t˘1u, therefore γpzq ă 0 for all z P T. If z P T with βpzq “ 0,
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then clearly P pz, wq “ ´2γpzq ą 0 for all w. Fixing z with βpzq ‰ 0, P˝pz, wq has
roots (in w) given by
w˘pzq ” βpzq´1rγpzq ¯ δpzqs, δpzq ”
a
γpzq2 ´ βpzqβp1{zq ě 0. (62)
For z P T, w`pzqw´pzq “ w`pzqw´p1{zq “ 1, and |w´pzq| ď 1 ď |w`pzq| with strict
inequality except at z “ 1 where w˘ both evaluate to 1. In particular, together with
(60) this shows that P6{P˝ is bounded and non-vanishing on H . For z “ e2piir with
|r| small, Taylor expanding (62) gives
w˘pzq “ 1´ baw p2piirq˘ daw p2pi|r|q `Opr2q “ 1` τrep2piirq˘ τimp2pi|r|q `Opr2q. (63)
The following lemma shows that in large toric graphs LE, any finite-size corrections
in the asymptotic expansion of PEpζ, ξq (with ζ, ξ P T) depend only on the second-
order behavior of the fundamental domain polynomial P pz, wq around its nodes —
thus, for the purposes of calculating this correction, we may replace p6 near the node
with its approximation p˝. The precise statement is as follows:
Lemma 6.3. In the above setting, let µ ” µn ” n´4{5 and Lµ ” L X r´µ, µs2. It
holds for any Lµ Ď V Ď LXH that
logPEpζ, ξq ´ pdetEq 2f0 `Opn´2{5q “ log ΠV ” řpr,sqPV pAh ´ Ihqp˝pr, sq
Proof. The proof is an application of Simpson’s rule (Lemma 6.1).
Estimates on derivatives. For any smooth function a defined on an interval of R,
plog aqp4q “ ´6pL1aq4 ` 12pL1aq2pL2aq ´ 3pL2aq2 ´ 4pL1aqpL3aq ` L4a (64)
where Lja ” apjq{a. If we take a˝, a˝ to be p6, p˝ regarded as a function of r only or
s only, we find |Lja˝| ` |Lja˝| À tp2´jq_0{t2 where t ” }pr, sq}. Substituting into (64)
gives
|B4sp6| ` |B4t p6| ` |B4sp˝| ` |B4t p˝| À r´4 with t ” }pr, sq}. (65)
Application of Simpson’s rule. From (59),
logPEpζ, ξq ´ pdetEq 2f0 “ řpr,sqPLpAh ´ Ihqp6pr, sq.
If P were non-vanishing on T2, Simpson’s rule would give that the right-hand side is
Opn´2q. In the current setting this false, however, combining Simpson’s rule and (65)
shows that the total contribution from points outside Lµ is small:ř
pr,sqPLzLµ |pAh ´ Ihqp6pr, sq| À n´4
ř
pr,sqPLzLµ t
´4 À pnµq´2 “ n´2{5.
We also claim that ř
pr,sqPLXH |pAh ´ Ihqpp6 ´ p˝qpr, sq| À n´2{5.
Indeed the contribution from points outside Lµ is is (crudely) À n´2{5 by the same
reasoning as above, recalling (60) that H Ď F´1H . Near the origin we do not apply
Simpson’s rule, and instead note that |pp6 ´ p˝qpr, sq| À t, so that the contribution
from Lµ is À n2µ3 “ n´2{5. Combining these estimates gives the result. 
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Write L ” L1 ˆ L2 with Lj the projection of L onto the j-th coordinate, and
similarly Lµ ” L1µ ˆ L2µ. Hereafter we take V ” Vµ ” L1µ ˆ L2 Ă L XH , and
compute the quantity ΠV defined in the statement of Lemma 6.3. First note that
since p˝ has period H , ΠV may be simplified by summing over the s-coordinate:
define
pavg˝ prq ” n´1
ř
sPL2 p˝pr, sq
pint˝ prq ”
ş
T p˝pr, sq ds “ log |βpe2piirq| ` log |w`pe2piirq|, (66)
where pint˝ was evaluated by a standard contour deformation argument, recalling (62)
and our choice of branch cut for the logarithm. Then
log ΠV “ nřrPL1µrAhpavg˝ prq ´ Ihpint˝ prqs“ nřrPL1µ Ahppavg˝ ´ pint˝ qprqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
”log Πϑ
`nřrPL1µpAh ´ Ihqpint˝ prqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
”log Πcts
. (67)
Lemma 6.4. Let ´ζ “ e2piiφ‹ with 2piφ‹ P p´pi, pis. Then
log Πcts “ p´16 ` 2φ2‹q log q `Opn´1q with q ” |qτ | “ e´piτim .
Proof. Abbreviate f ” pint˝ , regarded as a Z-periodic function of s P R. It follows
from (66) that f is analytic except at r P Z where the roots w` and w´ cross one
another. Recalling (60), let r‹ ” hφ‹, so that r´ ” r‹ ´ h2 and r` ” r‹ ` h2 , are the
unique pair of adjacent points in Lµ with r´ ď 0 ă r`. Let t´ ” r´´h, t` ” r``h:
n´1 log Πcts “ Opn´3q ` pAh ´ Ihqfpr´q ` pAh ´ Ihqfpr`q (Simpson’s rule)
“ Opn´3q ` 16fpt´q ` 56fpr´q ` 56fpr`q ` 16fpt`q
´ 12h
şr´
t´ f ds´ 12h
şt`
r` f ds´ 1h
şr`
r´ f ds“ Opn´2q ´ 112rfpt´q ` fpt`qs ` 712rfpr´q ` fpr`qs´ |r´|2h rfpr´q ` fp0qs ´ |r´|2h rfpr´q ` fp0qs (trapezoid rule).
From (66) and (63), near s “ 0 we have fpsq “ logAw`2piτim|s|`Ops2q. Substituting
into the above and simplifying gives
log Πcts `Opn´1q “ 2piτimr13 ´ 12h2 rr2´ ` r2`ss “ ´piτimr´16 ` 2pr‹{hq2s,
concluding the proof. 
Recall P˝pz, wq “ βpzqw´1pw´w`pzqqpw´w´pzqq, with w`pzqw´pzq “ 1 for z P T
(cf. (62)). Combining with (66) gives (with z ” e2piir)
exptnpavg˝ prqu “
ś
wn“ξ P˝pz, wq “ r´βpzqw`pzqsnp1´ ξw`pzq´nqp1´ ξ´1w´pzqnq
“ exptnpint˝ prqu p1´ ξw`pzq´nqp1´ ξ´1w´pzqnq,
where we used that ´βpzqw`pzq “ |βpzqw`pzq| for z P T. It is clear from (63) that
|w`pzq|´n “ |w´pzq|´n ď expt´Ωrplog nq2su for z P T with |z ´ 1| Á n´1plog nq2, so
we can ignore the effect of Ah in the definition (67) of Πϑ, giving
Πϑ exptopn´2qu “ exptnřrPL1µppavg˝ ´ pint˝ qprqu “śrPL1µ |1´ ξ´1w´pe2piirqn|2.
The following lemma computes Πϑ. Up to now the error estimates hold uniformly
over ζ, ξ P T, even allowing for dependence on n. In the following, the error blows up
if pζ, ξq approaches too closely to a singularity of PE.
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Lemma 6.5. Let pe2piiφ, e2piiψq ” pζ, ξq, pe2piiφ‹ , e2piiψ‹q ” p´ζ,´ξq, and write r for
the Euclidean distance between pζ, ξq and p1, 1q. Then
Πϑ “ exptOpn´2{5r´1qu
ˇˇˇϑ00pφ‹τ ´ ψ‹|τq
Gpqτ q
ˇˇˇ2
Proof. For r ” j{n P Lµ with µ ” n´4{5, it follows from (63) that
w´pe2piirqn “ expt2piiτrej ´ 2piτim|j| `Opn´3{5qu.
Thus the closest approach of the points ξ´1w´pe2piirqn to 1 as r varies over Lµ is
asymptotically lower bounded by
lim inf
nÑ8 infrPLµ |1´ ξ
´1w´pe2piirqn| ě |1´ expt2piip|ψ| ´ |τreφ|q ´ 2piτim|φ|u| Á r.
Combining with the preceding estimate gives
Πϑ exptOpn´2{5r´1qu “śr”j{nPLµ |1´ ξ´1 expt2piiτrej ´ 2piτim|j|u|2.
Clearly we can replace the product over Lµ by the product over L8 ” hrφ`Zs with
no effect on the overall Opn´2{5r´1q error bound. From straightforward computation,
the product over L8 is exactly the right-hand side: that is
Πϑ exptOpn´2{5r´1qu “ |piϑ|2
where, writing pipjq ” 1´ ξ´1 expt2piiτrej ´ 2piτim|j|u,
piϑ ”śjPN´1{2 pipφ‹ ` jqpipφ‹ ´ jq
“śjPN´1{2p1` q2jτ expt2piipτφ‹ ´ ψ‹quqp1` q2jτ expt´2piipτφ‹ ´ ψ‹quq,
which equals Gpqτ q´1ϑ00pτφ‹ ´ ψ‹|τq by (27). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that we assumed throughout this section that P has a
node at p1, 1q. By the argument of Lemma 6.3 applied to pz, wq ÞÑ P pzjz, wjwq,
PEpζ, ξq is (up to exptOpn´2{5qu multiplicative error) epdetEq 2f0 times a product of
factors ΠjV , one for each node pzj, wjq (1 ď j ď `) of P on T2. We decomposed
ΠV “ ΠctsΠϑ (67); combining Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 then gives
PEpζ, ξq “ exptOpn´2{5r´1qu exptpdetEq 2f0u ś`j“1 Ξpζ, ξ|τjq2,
with r ” min1ďjď` }pζ, ξq ´ pzujwvj , zxjwyj q}, concluding the proof. 
Appendix A. Dimers on the Fisher and 3.4.6.4 graph
Recall the quantities κa, κb, κc, κ˝ defined in (16). Since the weights a, b, c are as-
sumed to be strictly positive, clearly ´κ˝ ă κa, κb, κc; also, any two elements of
tκa, κb, κcu have positive sum, proving that no two of the κ1s can vanish simultane-
ously. The vanishing of any κ imposes some further constraints:
κ˝ “ 0 implies a “ b`cbc´1 so bc ą 1, and (by symmetry) ac ą 1, ab ą 1;
κc “ 0 implies c “ a` b` abc ą a` b, and c “ a`b1´ab so ab ă 1, (68)
and the constraints arising from κa “ 0 or κb “ 0 are symmetric to that of κc “ 0.
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A.1. Fisher graph. The fundamental domain together with the matrix Kpz, wq is
shown in Figure 17. Applying (23) to the fundamental domain gives¨˚
˚˝´Pf Kp`1,`1q`Pf Kp`1,´1q`Pf Kp´1,`1q
`Pf Kp´1,´1q
‹˛‹‚“ S
¨˚
˚˝ Z
00 “ abc
Z10 “ a
Z01 “ b
Z11 “ c
‹˛‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝κ˝κa
κb
κc
‹˛‹‚
(which can also be verified by direct calculation). The characteristic polynomial is
P pz, wq ” detKpz, wq “ βpzqw ` βp1{zq1{w ´ 2γpzq, where
βpzq “ apc´ bqp1` bcq ` abp1´ c2qp1` 1{zq,
γpzq “ ´p1´ a2qbcx1 ´ 12pa2 ` b2 ` c2 ` pabcq2q with x1 ” 12pz ` 1{zq.
Note that it is clear from the lattice symmetry that the polynomial must transform
in a simple manner under permutations of the weights a, b, c; indeed we can also write
P pz, wq “ a2 ` b2 ` c2 ` pabcq2 ` 2bcp1´ a2qx1 ` 2acp1´ b2qx2 ` 2abp1´ c2qx3
with x1 ” 12pz ` 1{zq, x2 ” 12pw ` 1{wq, and x3 ” 12pz{w ` w{zq.
As pz, wq varies over the unit torus, px1, x2, x3q traces out a Cayley surface in R3.
a a a
c b
bc c
4
6
3
1 2
5
z
w
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
0 ´1 1 0 ´c 0
1 0 ´1 0 0 ´b
´1 1 0 ´a 0 0
0 0 a 0 ´w w{z
c 0 0 1{w 0 ´ 1{z
0 b 0 ´ z{w z 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
Figure 17. Fisher or 3.12.12 graph with fundamental domain inside the dashed
lines, shown with corresponding matrix Kpz, wq.
Proof of Proposition 1.1 (Fisher graph). We now show that the spectral curve can
only intersect the unit torus at a single real node. The argument is similar to the
one for the polynomial P˝pz, wq defined in (61). Throughout the proof we write x for
x1 ” 12pz` 1{zq; there should be no confusion with the entry x appearing in (4). Since
γ is linear in x, evaluating at the extremes
´2γp`1q “ a2p1´ bcq2 ` pb` cq2 ą 0,
´2γp´1q “ a2p1` bcq2 ` pb´ cq2 ą 0
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proves that γ is negative on all of T. If at any z P T we have βpzq “ 0 then
P pz, wq “ ´2γpzq ą 0, so clearly the spectral curve cannot intersect the unit torus
at this value of z.
We claim that the discriminant δpzq ” γpzq2 ´ βpzqβp1{zq is non-negative for all
z P T, and can vanish only at z “ ˘1, corresponding to the vanishing of one of the κ’s.
If a “ 1 then δpzq is linear in x ” 12pz ` 1{zq, and evaluating at the extremes x “ ˘1
shows clearly that δ is strictly positive on T. If a ‰ 1 then δpzq is convex quadratic
in x; from the symmetry pabq´2P pz, wq|pa,b,cq “ P p´z,´wq|1{a,1{b,c we hereafter assume
a ă 1. To prove the claim it suffices to show either that the global minimum δ‹ of
δpzq over x P R is non-negative, or that the global minimizer x‹ has absolute value
ě 1. Indeed, assume further that bc ‰ 1: then δ is minimized over all x P R at
x‹ “ ´1` a
2
1´ a2
b2 ` c2
2bc
1´ 1`pbcq2
b2`c2 a
2
1´ a2 ” ´
1` a2
1´ a2Rpaq, with value
δ‹ “ CpU ´ aqpa2 ´ u2q where (assuming a ‰ 1, bc ‰ 1)
C ” a2pa` b` c` abcqp1` bcq p1´bcq2p1´a2q2 ą 0, U ” b`c1`bc , and u ” | b´c1´bc |.
One of the following occurs (recalling a ă 1):
1. If U ě 1 (equivalently b2 ` c2 ě 1` pbcq2) then x‹ ă ´1.
2. If U ă 1, then
u2 “ b
2 ` c2 ´ 2bc
1` pbcq2 ´ 2bc ă
b2 ` c2
1` pbcq2 ă
b2 ` c2 ` 2bc
1` pbcq2 ` 2bc “ U
2 ă 1.
In the range U ď a ă 1, |Rpaq| “ ´Rpaq is increasing in a, hence bounded below
by ´RpUq which can be calculated to simply equal 1, thereby implying x‹ ă ´1.
In the range a ď u, |Rpaq| “ Rpaq is increasing in a, hence bounded below by
Rpuq which again equals 1, implying x‹ ą 1. Finally in the intermediate range
u ă a ă U it is clear that δ‹ ą 0.
Lastly, in the case bc “ 1, δ‹ ă 0, but |Rpaq| “ Rpaq is increasing in the regime a ă 1,
so it is bounded below by Rp0q ą 1 which implies x‹ ă ´1. Combining these cases
concludes the characterization of the cases where the spectral curve may intersect the
unit torus. It is straightforward to check (using (68)) that if P has a real node it
must be a positive node, concluding the proof of the proposition. 
A.2. 3.4.6.4 graph. The fundamental domain for the 3.4.6.4 graph together with
the matrix Kpz, wq is shown in Figure 18. Applying (23) to the fundamental domain
gives ¨˚
˚˝´Pf Kp`1,`1q`Pf Kp`1,´1q`Pf Kp´1,`1q
`Pf Kp´1,´1q
‹˛‹‚“ S
¨˚
˚˝ Z
00 “ 2c
Z01 “ 2b
Z10 “ 2a
Z11 “ 2abc
‹˛‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝2κc2κb
2κa
2κ˝
‹˛‹‚
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(which can also be verified by direct calculation). The characteristic polynomial
P pz, wq “ detKpz, wq has the factorization
P pz, wq “ ´P0pz, wqP1pz, wq “ ´P0pz, wq rP0pz, wq ´ 4ρs,
Pspz, wq ” βpzqw ` βp1{zq1{w ´ 2γspzq where
βpzq ” apb{z ` cq, ρ ” rp1` a2qp1` b2qp1` c2qs1{2,
γspzq ” ´bcx1 ` 1´ p´1qsρ for s P t0, 1u, with x1 ” 12pz ` 1{zq.
The polynomial transforms simply under permutations of a, b, c:
´12P0pz, wq ` ρ “ ´12P1pz, wq ´ ρ “ 1´ bcx1 ´ acx2 ´ abx3
with x1 ” 12pz ` 1{zq, x2 ” 12pw ` 1{wq, and x3 ” 12pz{w ` w{zq.
4
5
6
1
2
3
a aa
b
b
b
c
c
c
z
w
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
0 ´b 1{z 0 ´ 1{w ´a
b 0 ´c 1{w 0 z{w
´z c 0 ´a ´ z{w 0
0 ´w a 0 b z
w 0 w{z ´b 0 c
a ´ w{z 0 ´ 1{z ´c 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚.
Figure 18. The 3.4.6.4 or rhombitrihexagonal tiling graph with fundamental do-
main inside the dashed lines, shown with corresponding matrix Kpz, wq
Proof of Proposition 1.1 (3.4.6.4 graph). Since γ0, γ1 are linear in x ” 12pz`1{zq, eval-
uating at the extremes x “ ˘1 shows that γ0 is negative on all of T while γ1 is positive
(where we have used the easy bound ρ ą 1 ` bc). If at any z P T we have βpzq “ 0
then clearly the spectral curve cannot intersect the unit torus at this value of z.
Now consider the discriminants δspzq ” γspzq2 ´ βpzqβp1{zq (s “ 0, 1) which are
convex quadratic in x: δs is minimized over all x P R at
x‹s “ pbcq´1p1` a2 ´ p´1qsρq, with value
δ‹s “ ´a2p2` a2 ` b2 ` c2 ´ p´1qs2ρq.
Again the result will follow by showing that for both s “ 0, 1, either δ‹s ě 0 or|x‹s| ě 1. Clearly x‹1 ą 1 so it remains to consider s “ 0. Suppose
´ 1 ă x‹0 ă 1, so that 1` a2 ´ bc ă ρ ă 1` a2 ` bc. (69)
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The global minimum δ‹0 has the same sign as
p2ρq2 ´ p2` a2 ` b2 ` c2q2 “ p2abcq2 ` rpb` cq2 ´ a2sra2 ´ pb´ cq2s,
which is clearly positive for |b´c| ď a ď b`c. Also, the lower bound (69) on ρ implies
δ‹0 ą a2ra2 ´ pb ` cq2s, so we also have δ‹0 ą 0 for a ě b ` c. Lastly, we observe that
a ă |b´c| contradicts the upper bound (69) on ρ: the function gpaq ” p1`a2`bcq2´ρ2
is convex quadratic in A ” a2, and evaluating at the extremes A “ pb´cq2 and A “ 0
shows that gpaq ď 0 for all a ă |b´ c|, giving the contradiction. 
We remark that after submitting our article, David Cimasoni found an interesting
alternate proof that the spectral curve intersects the unit torus in the same way for
the Fisher graph and the 3.4.6.4 graph.
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